
Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
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The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have both independently noticed the
increasing use of terms like “bungled” and “blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under
the cloak of COVID.
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Katherine Jan 1 · edited Jan 5 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You are 100,000% Correct, my friend, and the beautiful Dr. Mike and I had a similar conversation on

Metatron's Substack- this was wicked by design!

Yes, yes, a huge army of mindless, frightened minions carried out much of the Covid policies without

malice aforethought, but the Creators of the Covid Policies knew EXACTLY what they were doing-- and as

Catherine Austin Fitts says, you never see one of these huge operations without it ticking a whole list of

Mr. Global's boxes!

So, fight back, everyone! Pay cash, drop credit cards, and credit accounts at the International Banksters

places of carrnage, go local, go organic, go no- chemical, no-pharmacuetical that isn't out of patent, go

Natural!

Join a Resistance Organization and get to know the political climate of your town, county and state; if it

isn't working for you, make sure you start creating some big Waves!!

Defend our US Constitution and our Inalienable Rights, straight from God, not Government.

And get after DOJ to turn their sights on Pfizer, et al, (instead of the life-saving naturopaths they have

been attacking,) Pfizer and Moderna, etc., who just killed and disabled millions of Americans.

2023, The Year of ACCOUNT-A-BIL-ITY!
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Angry Steve Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

DOJ, CIA, FBI, DHS, NSA, CSA should all be disbanded Period full stop.

LIKE (67) REPLY (7) SHARE

lemmincakes Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Add the FDA and the CDC to your list.
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Dorothy N. Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Indeed! They knew this was a DARPA/Pentagon hell-brew, how high even the immediate

death and damage was, and the telling fact that nobody is allowed to study or know what's

in this gene transfer tech - which was also already known to be a medical disaster.

The inventor of the some of the tech used in these jabs apparently had developed it to try

to find hope for the hopeless having no other chance but abandoned it as too hazardous

for use on those anyway dying. (I recall that he's stated this painful admission on more than

one video; just had a quick look at what's easily find-able and saw nothing still up in text to

back it, though. Out of time, lol.)

(video gone, but print remains)

https://www.technocracy.news/inventor-of-mrna-technology-warned-fda-that-shots-

could-be-dangerous/

Let's include ALL knowingly carrying out/associated with promoting/facilitating the WEF

agenda, please! Any in public office are working to betray their country, people, humanity

and all natural Life.
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1 · edited Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

add the COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS and the CNP... not to forget the UN and

all globalist Groups that VIOLATE the US Constitution!
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Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20

...and the will of God the heavenly Father who is seriously pissed if you will

excuse my French as we can say here in the UK.
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Angry Steve Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

My sincerest apologies

😉

 your absolutely right! How could I have overlooked those

assholes!?!?

What was I thinking?

Can you somehow find it in your heart to forgive an old senile vet?

😊
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BlazeCloude3 Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You're forgiven...There's just too many to remember off-hand. But, once we begin to

dismantle and hunt the TREASONOUS CRIMINALS AGAINST HUMANITY down to

indict...The extraordinary quantity of the diabolical will be adequate for knowing the

reason to forget at this time.
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

William Casey, CIA head 1981 CIA staff meeting; "We will know our disinformation program is

complete when everything the American people believes is false". Clear indication of a certain

hostile foreign power military occupation government then being in power in the USA..
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Angry Steve Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes this didn't just happen over night. It's been in the works for many years... And it will

take at least that long to turn this ship around if at all.
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Katherine Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You are correct, and I pray there are enough living, breathing Americans left to get the

job done!

But everyone has the memo now, from what I see. It's just a question of getting them

active. So, if you know what's going on, and you are not taking steps to change the

course of our nation, I'm sorry to say it, but if we loose this latest battle for human

freedom on planet earth, then it's your choice to watch and do nothing, along with the

choice of all the others who also sit on their hands while the ship is sinking, who

determined that outcome.

Get up, get moving, get active! There are a million places to plug in, and dozens of

simple actions, like paying cash, banking locally, buying organic, dropping Big Tech

everywhere possible, utilizing Natural Medicine, getting healthy, lol, and "educating"

the tar out of naive or corrupt elected representatives!

Get involved. Be part of the solution my friends: it only takes about 7% of the

population to change the whole Nation, if they are determined.
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deleted Jan 3 · edited Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Comment deleted

Katherine Jan 3 · edited Jan 29 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

All Americans, born or naturalized, must comprehend that Freedom is Rare,

Precious and Requires Eternal Vigilance to Maintain.

It's time we defended ours!!!
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deleted Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Comment deleted

Katherine Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Truly we are a Nation because of individuals like yourself and

Blessed to have you!

Follow Children's Health Defense, and Bobby Kennedy's work,

along with Naomi Wolf, Del Bigtree on the Highwire, Tucker

Carlson, and Steve Bannon.

Epoch Times, El Gato Malo on Substack, and good brave people

like Dr. Mike Yeadon, Catherine Austin Fitts, Whitney Webb, Dr.

Peter McCullough, Senator Ron Johnson, Governor DeSantis in

Florida, etc., etc.

The truth is exploding everywhere but inside the former

mainstream media and "official sources."

God Bless you and keep you, my fellow American. 

🙏
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 1

Indeed, for the English this hostile takeover began in 1066 as the so-called Catholic

King William the Conqueror, in league with an army of Jewish bankers who also came

to England with him after the military taking of England, imposed a Jewish legal

system and a Jewish usurious financial system over rhe English to fully subjugate and

enslave them.

The American flag is basically the English East India Company Flag, likely this is why

the CIA call themselves 'The Company'. It is recorded in the book 'Legions of Satan'

that at the time of the American War of Independence (1775–1783), British Lord

General Cornwallis (Jewish name) spoke with Washington, both being Freemasonic

brothers on opposite sides, and Cornwallis told him that in the next 200 years,

America's religions would come to be controlled by Judaic influence and that this

would be due to the British Crown (The Jewish-controlled Crown Corporation).

For many other nations, the problem began many centuries before this as the

conquering alien cult worked its dark money magic and dark occult practices to work

its way around the world, to gain power over the minds and lives of more and more

human beings.
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Karen Special Jan 1

“Jewish?” Don’t you really mean Khazarian Mafia? As I understand it, they simply

“ claimed” to be Jewish. They were otherwise known as “the name stealers.”

https://www.minds.com/LaurelGreenNeedleDan/blog/the-hidden-history-of-

the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia-1073286213079642112
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 1

There is no such thing as fake Jews, no such thing as Khazarian mafia, even

Jerusalem University says no mass conversion of Gentiles to Jews ever

took place there, and even it if it had, it would only have involved 700

Gentile nobility, hardly a number that could have generated almost all of

today's Jews. Read the work of Dr Karl Skorecki on this.

The fictional Jesus in the fictional Bible story performs a similar misleading

psyop in condemning those who say they are Jews but are not.

Arthur Koestler and several Jews before him tried to work a similar psyop,

the one you mention, that he eventually admitted was actually a deception

intended as a means of diverting Gentile peoples' attention away from Jews

for crimes that are actually Jewish crimes, so that people would instead

think Jewish crimes had really been committed by 'fake' Jews, Gentiles.

No real criminal with any brains would paint a target on their backs by

seeking to disguise themselves as members of an already well-known and

despised criminal group unless they had a seriously suicidal wish. I think the

idea that criminals would seek to disguise themselves as Jews is actually

quite ridiculous, especially when these 'criminals' were actually Gentile

nobility in the first place according to the story. Dr Karl Skorecki has

examined the genomic material of these so-called Khazarian mafia and

found their Cohen priest lines to be as pure as or practically as pure as

Jewish lines from 3,300 years ago, in other words, there are no fake

Khazarian Jews, all Jews are real Jews.

I think that Israel is purely an international Jewish criminal terrorist base and

hideout for Jewish swindlers, that the Jewish religion is a terrorist death cultExpand full comment
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Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20

You do not understand the scriptures. We exist in the mind of God and

we are His History, books within the Book, written in our DNA to which

we continue to add to during our lives with other words.

There will be good books and bad books, the good books kept the bad

books burnt as they are rubbish and not worth keeping. That is why

there is a lake of fire to throw them into.
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 20

Switch and bait with irrelevant waffle?
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Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20

Pardon? Please explain yourself. You are presumably talking

about yourself.

You 'think' that Israel is purely an international Jewish

criminal terrorist base and hideout for Jewish swindlers but

don't provide evidence, merely a vague reference to a

scripture.

It is however true that so-called Jews use it as such and wish

to exterminate true Jews and Israelites generally, along with

large numbers of gentiles which is why the vaccine roll-out is

occurring..

You are concerned that you will be condemned to eternal

torture for being rather silly and not realising that all these

religions including Vedic beliefs are all made up in the mind

of God.

There has to be one ultimate creator and He expects that his

children whom He created to love one another. But He did

pour Himself into Jesus Christ of Nazareth whether you like

it or not.

And Jesus is the Son of God, the Word of God and the key to

understanding life in all its fullness which is why He came. It

is recorded that He said so.

Israel was corrupted by its intermarriage with the

Canaanites, hence the problems today withe Jews who sayExpand full comment
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 20

You sound like Robert De Niro playing Cady in Cape

Fear in the scene where he is about to drown. Your

assertion that fake Jews are killing all real Jews is totally

devious and misleading and is absolutely ridiculous. I

am not interested in your CIA Mossad Christianity.
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BB Oct 15

Plain English please?
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Oct 16

I just wrote plain English based on good research, but how you

read that information depends very much, but not totally, on how

your system has influenced your mind to be able to read and

understand that.

"We'll know our disinformation program is complete when

everything the American people believes is false". (verified

statement spoken at CIA meeting by Jewish-named then CIA

director William Casey in 1981).
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Downtoearthinking.com Jan 2

still is in power
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

add the NIH, NIAID and the entire socialized HHS umbrella - GOOD LUCK!
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Katherine Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Don't just wish us luck, HELP US!! Lol!
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1

how... who... the country is gone... run by global govt...

are the "republicrats" gonna save ya?
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Angry Steve Jan 1

This ends or at least would be the beginning of the end when we become

ungovernable...
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Downtoearthinking.com Jan 2

Yes USA is gone and we must realize that to start something brand new in its

place !
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Katherine Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes, but getting there is the tricky bit!
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Old School Counselor Jan 1

It will take a war.
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Angry Steve Jan 1

Perhaps. But first we should simply say no, all at the same time.
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Old School Counselor Jan 2

I completely concur with that. First we need to organize the "we". Then we need to

say no.
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Angry Steve Jan 2

Ok do you think Margret would write an "I WILL NOT COMPLY" pledge and post

it across platforms of other week know people?
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 1

TPTB would simply print news reports in their controlled media that only a few

hundred or a few thousand demonstrators said "No" instead of actual millions. In the

UK in London, anti-COVID vax demonstrations of hundreds of thousands are reported

in the media as just a few hundred demonstrators, to provide the illusion that support

for anti-COVID vax sentiment is negligible and unpopular, so as to dishearten and

discourage others. Real action would be decisive.
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1

as Nancy Reagan once said!
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Downtoearthinking.com Jan 2

agree and ASAP !
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Removed Jan 13

Comment removed
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Angry Steve Jan 13

Don't mistake the forces controlling the levers of my government with it's people.

What I'm about to say may sound treasonous but I don't see true Americans regaining

control of our country. I fear we must be conquered from external forces that understand

they aren't fighting a constitutional America. Rather they would be liberating her from

fascist globalists.
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Dorothy N. Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Boy, we need more of you! Although more do seem to to be heading that way, all the time, thank

goodness! Humanity - in both senses of the term - will win, because we must!

Sticking my new years wish in here - wrote it for my family but even if it's no classic work, I mean it

for the world of humanity and Life:

I'll wish you a happy new year, much better than the old,

and wish our wishes all come true and dross turns into gold.

I'll wish for blue and sunny skies to shine upon our days

and hope to see 'the WEFFers' all condemned while at 'the Hague'.

I'll wish for real democracy and human rights respected

Science taking precedence above bizarre invective

All 'the Evils' hunted down by excellent detectives

All while fact comes flooding out, to fortify defences.

I wish us a happy new year, less bitter than the old

Where Life can heal within a world where truth is safely told.
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thomas Paine said, “A Democracy is the vilest form of Government there is.” If we’ve become a

democracy, it would represent a deep betrayal of our founders, who saw democracy as another

form of tyranny. In fact, the word democracy appears nowhere in our nation’s two most

fundamental documents, the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution. It’s

Congress that poses the greatest threat to our liberties. The framers’ distrust is seen in the

negative language of our Bill of Rights such as: Congress “shall not abridge, infringe, deny,

disparage, and (rights) shall not be violated, nor be denied.”
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Steve Martin Writes Count Chocula Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Agreed, but with a hedge. Just a guess, but almost all ideologies can be framed to point to

higher, Platonic ideals of truth, goodness, and beauty. The flip side is that any ideology can

be equally easily co-opted and corrupted to serve destructive interests ... both out of

malevolence and ignorance. Though not profound, maybe prophetic ... a quote by Stephen

Hawking ... 'Greed and stupidity will mark the end of the human race.'
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1

wasnt this guy Godless?
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Steve Martin Writes Count Chocula Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I have no idea, but don't think it is the most morally important question.

By some ideologues, the likes of Spinoza, Emerson, and Einstein were 'godless'
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By some ideologues, the likes of Spinoza, Emerson, and Einstein were 'godless'

... as are the populations of India, China, or Japan ... where I live. I would argue

that as many evils have been committed in the name of 'god' as in the name of

science ... the Crusades, the Spanish Inquisition, the Salem Witch Trials, etc.

Regardless of domains, humanity's failure to learn from history may be our

downfall. Our collective cleverness outweighs our collective wisdom.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rick Writes Rick Jan 1

Einstein was not Godless.... and it is the most moral question - did you

celebrate Christmas?

and what do you know of the Crusades other the bull Obama sold?

People like you always ignore that 260 million were murdered last century

by COMMUNIST GOVERNMENTS!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Steve Martin Writes Count Chocula Jan 1

Thank you for such a gracious comment Rick.

You have revealed more than intended, and with this reply, I bid you a

Happy New Year.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Rick Writes Rick Jan 1

and you have from your original comment..

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20

Even the godless have some truth, sometimes a lot. But if they lack the key then

they end up missing the vital point.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Angry Steve Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Here Here!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

PROTECT & SURVIVE Writes Austrian’s Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliantly put Katherine - I could do not better. You are so very right - GO LOCAL - DO NOT COMPLY.

I write about it often:

https://austrianpeter.substack.com/p/the-financial-jigsaw-part-2-localisation?s=w

AND I have my Plan 'B':

https://austrianpeter.substack.com/p/progressing-plan-b-a-quarterly-review?s=w

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Maureen ODH Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes! 

💥💥💥

 

👏👏👏👏👏

 Margaret’s Anthem for justice and Katherine’s comment! 

🙏

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Katherine Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Their* sights, lol!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Brandon is not your bro Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Cheers Katherine to that !

⬆⬆⬆

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Angry Steve Jan 22

Can you get a message to Micheal Yeadon?

If so, please pass this to him.

Dr. McCullough pointed to a study yesterday

https://open.substack.com/pub/petermcculloughmd/p/vaccine-immunologists-starting-to?

r=wp4x9&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email

showing igG4 prevalence after a third jab explaining why people are more "susceptible" to COVID

"infection" following the third jab specifically.

My long held observation has been that folks get jabbed and within weeks get sick. My hypothesis

has been these folks aren't "catching COVID" at all, rather they're developing the disease within their

own bodies. This study seems to prove my theory.

Subject gets mRNA injection.

Subject makes the spike protein the mRNA calls for.

Subjects immune response is igG4 prevalent.

Subjects immune system can't deal with the spike protein their own body is making.

Subject develops COVID.

Have I got anything wrong there?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Brandon is not your bro Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You can’t forget , it’s still going on . Live , learn and resist .

LIKE (46) REPLY (2) SHARE

God Bless America Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It sure is… People are STILL getting their boosters from Hades! 

😱😱😱

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Peter Jan 4 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Resist.

Defy.

Do Not Comply.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Green Fields Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes.

Thank you.

To live through this is like being in a dreamlike state. It is bizarre, it makes no sense yet is not nonsensicle

enough to be easily dismissed. Can it really be real? I wish it were not, I realise it is. I am saddened to my

core and fearful in my heart for the future cascading towards us at a seemingly unstoppable pace. I

understand why my family and friends are ostriches, it is too frightening to behold and accept.

Blessings to you Margaret Anna.
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God Bless America Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I call it a nightmare State… It sure is a medical nightmare in terms of vaccine injuries!

We just had another one… A relatively young man with small children at home… Died of fast-moving

cancer! Another church member in the ER two nights ago with blood clots in her leg…

Our church prayer list is a mile long! Cancer, cancer, cancer and cancer… 

😱😢🙏🙏🙏

My wish in the new year is that ALL of this comes to light… On every news outlet! I want them ALL

held accountable!!!

Wishing for the moon… 

🙏🙏🙏
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Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20 · edited Jan 20

...and you will see the Son of God.
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Bianca Kennedy Writes Out of the Ordinary World Jan 14 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I live this too. Everyday. There are millions of us who now know the unthinkable truth. We must

continue seeking the truth, and sharing it as widely as possible, without overwhelming others to the

point where they turn away completely. It's the most baffling and difficult balancing act one can

undertake as we walk through the fog of truth.
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God Bless America Jan 14 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Lost a couple more friends and family of church members since writing this post on January 1…

Knowing the truth is a heartbreaking burden at this point…

😢😢😢

It’s just so obvious… 

🤦🤦🤦

 “died suddenly…” “blood clots”… “Heath attacks…” No one seems to

be making the connection…

😱😱😱

 everyone is so tight lipped and quiet about the cause of

deaths… I just want to scream sometimes… 

😞😞😞

.

I need to pray more… 

🙏🙏🙏
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God Bless America Sep 19 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Here’s an update… Our church prayer list looks like a solid wall of cancer! It’s frightening…

😱😱😱🔥🔥🔥
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Margaret Anna Alice Sep 19 Author

😭
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God Bless America Sep 19 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

🤦😢😢😢🙏🙏🙏
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Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"To live through this is like being in a dreamlike state." True. Bizarre as it may sound the mind of God

was poisoned by Satan so had to be resolved. We follow a timeline similar to WW2. For your

consideration.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/2022/02/07/timeline-anticipated-events-in-world-

war-3/

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/2023/01/06/2022-a-review/
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Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for the shout out. Can’t bear the socialisation of the “mistake” as explanation for all that’s

happened & is happening. Below I give some red meat to those hungry for unequivocal evidence of malice

aforethought.

The shattering realisation some of have had, and I don’t know why it takes so long for some obvious

things to trickle into our consciousness, is that ALL mRNA products, provided they encode any protein

that is foreign (non-self) will induce an autoimmune reaction. It’s burned into their very design. The spike

protein may even be a red herring. If it’s real, it makes things worse, because you will then be poisoned by

these toxic substances.

But expressing any foreign protein is fatal to the cell doing the expressing. The reason is, our bodies are

protected by being able to distinguish our normal materials from things that shouldn’t be there. Anything

non-self will trigger autoimmune destruction of the cells and tissues involved.

This explains both the range of severity from nothing to speedy death. Some people will express lots of

foreign proteins in vulnerable locations. Others express less in less vulnerable areas.

The location defines the illness.

If it lands preferentially in your heart, you’ll get myocarditis & perhaps a heart attack.

If in your brain, spinal cord or peripheral nervous system, one or more of a variety of neurological

conditions.

In your pancreas, insulin dependent diabetes.

In your eye, blindness.

In your ovaries, infertility. In your pregnant placenta, prematurity or stillbirth.

If it lands in your immune system itself, it will damage it. You will suffer a loss of host defence and fall prey

to repeated infections.Expand full comment

LIKE (28) REPLY (5) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

Thank you for this exceptionally clarifying and logical explanation, Mike, as always—and deep

gratitude to you for inspiring this piece 

🤗

Something I’ve been curious about but haven’t had time to research—what is the likely mechanism of

disease/death in the J&J injections since they aren’t mRNA or using lipid nanoparticles?

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

MAA,

A good question. I’ve thought about it much less. Though relatively few doses of JNJ were

administered, I recall an analysis showing it was the most toxic of the four major gene based

injections.

I suppose, if JNJ actually encoded full length spike protein, then victims would suffer the

consequences of spike protein toxicity AND autoimmune disorders. The distribution of the

material, facilitated (we are told) by an attenuated primate airway adenovirus, would probably

differ substantially from the distribution of the mRNA-LNP products from Pfizer and Moderna.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Thank you for these astute points and your highly compelling hypothesis, Mike.

I did not realize J&J may be the most toxic! 

😵

 I know many people chose J&J when they

were being coerced by mandates because they were rightly concerned about the mRNA

injections. I have tried to avoid too much emphasis on mRNA in my articles because I want

to make it clear that *all* the injections are dangerous, not just mRNA ones, so that is

helpful information to know.
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Max Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Mike, see this new Researchgate preprint, published some days ago. Will the mainstream media

report about it? What would happen if I send this to all big media platforms? (I know the answer,

which is extremely frustrating).

"All-cause mortality by week in Australia shows that there was no detectable excess mortality 13

months into the declared pandemic, followed by a step-wise increase in mortality in mid-April 2021,

synchronous with the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine prioritizing elderly, disabled and aboriginal

residents. The excess mortality in the vaccination period (mid-April 2021 through August 2022; 14 %

larger all-cause mortality than in recent pre-vaccination periods of same time duration; 62 million

administered vaccine doses) was 31±1 thousand deaths, which is more than twice the deaths

registered as from or with COVID-19. In addition, a sharp peak in all-cause mortality (mid-January to

mid-February 2022; 2,600 deaths) is synchronous with the rapid rollout of the booster (9.4 million

booster doses, same time period), and is not due to a climatic heatwave. We give thirteen numbered

arguments as to why we conclude that the excess mortality in Australia is causally associated with

the COVID-19 vaccine. The corresponding vaccine injection fatality ratio (vIFR) is approximately 0.05

%, which we compare to estimated vIFR values from the USA Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting

System (VAERS) and from all-cause mortality data for India, Southern states of the USA, Michigan

(USA) and Ontario (Canada)."

Title: "Probable causal association between Australia's new regime of high all-cause mortality and its

COVID-19 vaccine rollout"
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Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Max,

I know what would happen if a referenced version of this was sent to all news gathering

organisations: total silence.

The petition to halt the clinical development of the “covid19 vaccines”, written by Dr Wolfgang

Wodarg & me dated December 1st, 2020, was widely distributed.

It was suppressed EVERYWHERE.

That was an awful moment for me. Though I didn’t know how, the evidence was that across the

entire planet, the perpetrators had arranged that nothing embarrassing was going to surface in

mainstream media.

Havd you even seen this?

To the best of our knowledge, it’s the first scientific treatise showing the inevitability of harm to

the human victims to whom these diabolical products were to be administered.

https://pmj.bmj.com/content/postgradmedj/98/1162/626/DC1/embed/inline-supplementary-

material-1.pdf?download=true

By February 2021, we had added things we’d simply not thought of two months earlier. By then,

young women were dying in clusters from cerebral vein sinus thrombosis. We wrote several

open letters to the European Medicines Agency:

https://doctors4covidethics.org/urgent-open-letter-from-doctors-and-scientists-to-the-

european-medicines-agency-regarding-covid-19-vaccine-safety-concerns/

I’m afraid there’s never even been a respiratory virus pandemic, just lies, terrible “testing” and

our natural propensity to attribute the range of normal illnesses to “covid19”:

https://denisrancourt.ca/entries.php?

id=107&name=2021_10_25_nature_of_the_covid_era_public_health_disaster_in_the_usa_fro

m_all_cause_mortality_and_socio_geo_economic_and_climatic_data

We’d not yet encountered myocarditis because that is a salient feature of dosing relatively fit,

younger men.

The entire event has been nothing but lies:

https://doctors4covidethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/The-Covid-Lies-updated.pdf
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Old School Counselor Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hi Mike: In 2017 a new breed of truth-tellers owned the internet. It was the first time in my

life I had see truth slipping out, and I have been following the phenomenon you reference

above for three decades. The apex occurred during the Clinton years in the United States

when it was obvious our pervert, criminal President needed to resign or be impeached yet

the CIA-controlled media carefully limited opposition demands. It was uncanny. I remember

being extremely frustrated at the time, that this scoundrel was being protected by

minimizing narratives. The best one was "it's just sex". Now I realize this narrative control

expertise has its roots just after WWII when the CIA was formed and took full control of the

narrative space in 1963, when they killed Kennedy at the behest of foreign governments

and other crime overlords at the time. We exploded on the free internet in 2015-17 to

expose all of this and also most of the race, sex, and woke garbage that had been gaining

currency. The woke corporatists, NGO's and governments jumped into action to eliminate

us from everywhere, thus opening space back up for their fantasy narratives. The Covid

control capitalized on an acceleration that happened then. They have always paid media

operatives to promote minimizing narratives and avoid truth narratives that out their

crimes, but in 2017 they got help from banks, internet companies, PayPal, Amazon, and the

social media empire.
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Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you. Very interesting. I was such a normie. No idea. Not until 2020.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Mar 16

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Lots of us woke up in 2020, myself included.. Perhaps we could start a

#MeTooZeroTooZero movement!!!

I wrote this in July 2020 when I worked out what was going on in June and then

set up my website.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/the-emperors-new-cows/?frame-

nonce=7a532bdc68

This followed in October, but has additional sub-links added as I was able.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/covid-19-summary/
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Max Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for all you do and did! You really tried to stop this. Besides my previous

message, I want to ask you if you want to work with me to create a new international dating

platform for unvaccinated people.... Even if a vaccinated-vaccinated or a vaccinated-

unvaccinated couple would manage to get babies, we do not know how healthy they will

be, we do not know the long term health prognosis of these babies... So I believe the more

unvaccinated-unvaccinated couples get babies together, the higher the chances for our

species to survive... Thus I believe by helping unvaccinated people finding an unvaccinated

partner can help our species...

We can work on that together. In association with some others. I know you are not a

programmer. Me neither. But we can be the executive bosses of this platform and do other

work. We can also charge a small amount of money for the dating service and then give

some % of this money to organizations which help exposing all these crimes...

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

I’ll let Mike answer, but I know he is as busy as me, so I suspect he won’t have the time

:-)

And I believe someone has already started such a service? I remember hearing about

it last year. You might want to research that before spending too much time on it.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Max Jan 2 · edited Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret, you are right, Mike is very busy. I know this. BUT I believe such a

project should have priority because it can really help humanity. The damage has

already been done. We can not undo the vaccination of most people anymore.

BUT we can still try to reduce the long term consequences and I believe

increasing the number of babies born to entirely unvaccinated people will be

very helpful for the long term survival of humans! So this project should have

priority.

Yes, I am aware of two services like that. One is in Europe (it was some thousand

members) and a service in the USA which had more than 100.000 members.

However, recently it was revealed that this bigger service had severe security

issues regarding the data of the members... And last time when I tried to access

this page, it was not available anymore. There were some big problems with it. So

I want to start something new, something big. A really good and reliable service,

translated into many languages and with strong security...

And even if there are or were other good services, I do not see why this should

be a reason not to start an additional service. Consider HOW MANY dating

services there are wordwide... And the number is growing. The number of singles

is extremely huge and the demand is high. So there may be some services but

there is always demand for more or for other, more reliabe services with better

features, higher security...

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 14 Author

Max, are you aware of Unjected? Not sure if this is the one you already knew

about.

• https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/unjected-interview-dating-

site-for-unvaccinated-seeks-to-create-blood-bank-other-resources/
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Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I’m willing to help, but I don’t intend to benefit from anything to do with the event.

I’m not a saint, I’m just adequately provided for by previous ventures. I’m very aware

that nasty critics try to tear down an honest contributor & I’m not giving them any

ammo that I can avoid.

It’s a necessary thing you outline. It’s relevant for my own family, one daughter is with

a long term partner, the other isn’t. I’d hope she makes good decisions for herself.

God bless you.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

I disagree. You are a saint 

😇

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Max Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes, he is. He is very brave.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Max Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great! So, I think in order to start this project, first we need to talk to a

programmer and also talk to a lawyer who knows about all that... I do have your

email address, so I can write you as soon as I know more.. But I am not sure if you

will see my email, I know you have hundreds of emails every day.

I am not adequately provided for by previous ventures because I have not had

these previous ventures yet. We already talked about my translation of the book

from Fareed and Tyson. This was actually the first time that I received some

money for a work (I told them I want to do it for free, but they wanted to give me
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some money for it).

Thank you for agreeing it is a necessary thing. Let´s try to get more

unvaccinated people together, to improve long term outcomes of human health.

Well, I am in the age range 25 to 30 years... If your daughther is in that age range

or not very far away from it and if you want her to meet an unvaccinated and

reliabe person, then you might want to ask her if she wants to know me. Would

be cool to have you as father in law. You would like my familiy. We are likeminded.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Mar 16

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Well said.

Saints are those who come to God via Jesus Christ knowing their 'stains', the

anagram of 'saints'. People put others on pedestals and called them saints, but

that is how many doctors etc. deceived the masses who were easily fooled.

I said to my wife yesterday at lunch, we are one large messy family and we just

need to help each other out of the mess. And that is ultimately why Jesus Christ

came to rescue us and give us the inspiration and words to do this.

We are all saints in Christ if we understand these things.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They won’t report it because they are ALL in the palm of the perpetrators hands.

All.

Only edgy tiny media aren’t.

And they all could be, if the perpetrators decide to or are compelled to by reach.

It’s not defeatist to acknowledge what we’re up against.

Three years into this & people are more or less red pilled or they’re in the matrix.

I’m not sure how many could be peeled off now. Many are by choice blue pilled. It’s just too

frightening to even explore reality. I’ve met many who get angry = terrified when I begin to

supply unequivocal evidence of deliberate harms. In some cases I think they’d like to kill me as

an alternative to having to hear me. This is atavistic normality. That’s how humans have been for

much of our existence. It’s extremely dangerous to even think beyond the acceptable

boundaries of what the tribal leaders direct. Because such activity is a threat to those leaders &

the masses stay protected only by compliance, a large proportion of people regard people like

me as very undesirable.

I accept all this with equanimity.

I am the master of my soul. In that, I remain completely integrated as “me”. All threats are no big

deal. Being 62 & having nearly died six years ago, I’m already in bonus time. Nothing other than

physical torture scares me. I’m not physically brave. But realisation that I know almost nothing

has forced a genuine humility. I feel almost no ego. I don’t matter except to those close to me

and a faint impression of me only is gained by any other people (good, bad or mad, I don’t mind

or judge).

LIKE (9) REPLY (2) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

I agree with everything you’ve said except the last part :-) You matter to *millions*, and for

many, you are the pinnacle of honesty—hence my crowning you the King of Integrity. It is

not possible to overstate your importance to humanity, Mike 

🤗

It is your humility that makes you such a phenomenally rare specimen and enables you to

see truths others are blinded to by their pride, their ego, and their fear.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Bianca Kennedy Writes Out of the Ordinary World Jan 14

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Agree 1000%!!!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Max Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Mike, thank you for your incredible response. I would like to ask you for an advice, if

possible. One day I would like to find a woman and create a familiy. Now I am extremely

concerned about the (most likely) vaccine induced fertility issues... The data from several

countries show that birth rates dropped by several percent... Do you have an estimate

about how many women (% of all vaccinated women) may have become infertile due to

the vaccines? And will this be long lasting?

But my most important question: Do you think I should look for an unvaccinated woman? I

feel very bad about writing this because I do not want to discriminate... But the strange

circumstances force me to do so. Do you think the chances of having healthy babies is

higher if I look for an unvaccinated woman?

Even if the woman is unvaccinated, shedding or potential blood transfusions could have

had an impact... Do you believe shedding (via being in the same room as someone who

was recently vaccinated) could also make women infertile??? Please let me know what you

think...

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Max, I don’t know if you’ve been following Naomi Wolf’s, Etana Hecht’s, and Daily

Clout’s articles on fertility and related issues, but the findings are catastrophic (I’ve

collected hundreds of articles on this topic for a future article, and new

studies/discoveries are coming out daily).

Since you care about having a child, it doesn’t make sense to get emotionally involved

with an injected woman as the likelihood that her reproductive health has been

impacted is high, especially if she’s gotten the boosters. There is no way to answer

your question about long-term impact because no long-term studies have been done!

So you have to assume the damage is permanent until proven otherwise over time,

which won’t be known for years.

There is evidence of shedding impacting the health of unvaccinated individuals who

live with injected family members, but again, this is still a huge question mark. Some

people think shedding only lasts a few weeks after the injection, while others believe it

is longer-term.

As far as blood transfusions go, that is a BIG concern, as my Baby Alex story shows:

• “Baby Alex: The Definitive Account—in His Mother’s Own Words”

(https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/baby-alex-the-definitive-accountin)

Hence my call for #RememberBabyAlex legislation:

• “Letter to Senator Ron Johnson” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-

to-senator-ron-johnson)

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Max Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for the important informations! I have been reading about these

problems and this is extremely concerning. So... when I meet a woman, I need to

find out if she is vaccinated before I get invoved emotionally.... and even then I do

not know if shedding could have had an impact.... WHAT a dark future. So I am

forced to discriminate people. I really want to thank all governments and

BigPharma etc. for forcing me to discriminate people.

Have you heard about fertility clinics reporting about a higher demand since

2022? I would like to call some of these clinics and ask if they have more

customers since 2022....

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Yes, I know it is a horrible feeling to be forced to discriminate like that, and

I’m really sorry you’re in that position.

It should, however, help you find a likeminded individual because anyone

who had the backbone to stand up to the pressure is going to be a person

of strong moral and ethical character.

There is a doctor who has been speaking out about fertility/reproductive

issues and has been interviewed in one or more documentaries

(“Uninformed Consent” may be one, if I’m recalling correctly:

https://uninformedconsent.ca/WATCH/), but I can’t remember his name. He

may have even testified at the recent Ron Johnson roundtable.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Peter Jan 4

Discrimination for Partners in life is essential. OR just bang anything

breathing. HAHA!

SO much more to it than that.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I agree with Margaret Anna. There are many unvaccinated women & it removes a

gnawing worry.

Personally I’m not so concerned about “shedding”. Dose is always important in toxicity

& the fraction of a dose that feasibly could be shed is tiny and the fraction of that

which could be absorbed by a third party is a fraction of that.

There’s also a kind of hallmark that attaches to the never jabbed.

I always say todays a good day to resolve never to have another, but I rejoice the most

upon learning that another human is unjabbed.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

JC Jan 20 · edited Jan 20

In Dr. Phillippe's "Blood slides" the blood from the unjabbed affected by

shedding was always more complete, better, healthier than the blood from the

jabbed. The shedding slides were worse than normal blood, but far, far better

than vaxxed blood. It seems - based on Kory's protocols, that shedding can be

healed.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

nymusicdaily Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

dr. mike, did you see sasha's piece today? confirms everything you mention

https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/did-pfizer-perform-safety-testing

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you, yes. Sasha is such a smart person.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 · edited Jan 2 Author

Blazingly brilliant *and* brave—just like you.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Graphite Mar 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks Mike 

👍

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20

The vaccines essentially deceive the body just as lies deceive the mind. Our bodies then produce a

reaction to poison ourselves.

I do not know if you are familiar with this text, but this is why Jesus said ‘But the things that come out

of the mouth come from the heart, and these things defile a man.’ Matthew 15 v 18.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/2022/03/30/a-man-is-not-defiled-by-what-enters-

his-mouth-but-by-what-comes-out-of-it/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

AJoy Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Absolutely planned. Jeff Childers of coffeeandcovid.com just wrote similar thing with a long look back at

history and how governments never work together so seamlessly and quickly worldwide. Total sh_t show.

LIKE (20) REPLY SHARE

Rob D Writes The Rumble Strip Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Amnesty for these monsters? Oh hell no! We have given a lot of free passes over the last few decades for

"mistakes". Not this time. If we do, what comes next will be worse than we can imagine. Happy New Year

MAA.

LIKE (18) REPLY SHARE

Rick Writes Rick Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I will prefice this by saying I am now having difficulty with CVS and Cigna insurance (NALC)

--------There are far too many out there that continue to think that the last 3 years have meant nothing

but those years mean everything! Also remember that a Pew Study tells us that nearly half of the country

believe we are living Revelation... (we are under Socialized Medicine)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Normalcy Bias: It's all in your head

This is an example of Normalcy Bias, a survival mechanism our brains are equipped with that can place us

in grave danger when we’re faced with something traumatic. Simply put, it causes our brains to insist that

all is okay. Everything will return to normal. For most of us who have never faced true peril, Normalcy Bias

tells us that nothing bad will ever happen. “This is America!,” some people insist when I tell them about the

possibility of a deeper Depression or hyperinflation. Incredibly, the most obvious warning signs are

ignored.

This explains why so many Jews continued living in Germany, even after they were forced to wear

identifying yellow stars and discriminatory laws were passed against Jewish people. Life had been so

good for so long that, surely, things would get better. Jews who could have easily afforded to move out of

the country stayed, and perished.

https://thesurvivalmom.com/normalcy-bias/

LIKE (18) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dorothy N. Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Exactly! Except that, unlike 'Stockholm Syndrome', I would not personally count 'Normalcy Bias' as a

survival mechanism - quite the reverse. That would be how we keep letting psychopaths gain power

over us/our societies, while refusing to see the cliff-edge we're now approaching...

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rick Writes Rick Jan 1

normalcy bias is explained as IN THE MIND

LIKE REPLY SHARE

God Bless America Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

NO AMNESTY… 

🔥

LIKE (17) REPLY SHARE

Angry Steve Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You've been reading my mind haven't you? 

😎

Hoping for the best new year preparing for the worst.

LIKE (17) REPLY SHARE

End tyranny Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Never forget.

LIKE (17) REPLY SHARE

Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Jan 1 · edited Jan 1

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

NO ACCIDENTS. NO EXCUSES. NO DELUSIONS.

LIKE (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dorothy N. Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Nice! 'Dillusions' - I love it!

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

GRY Jan 1 · edited Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It wasn’t a mistake.

Here in Canada, PM Justin Trudeau still refuses to acknowledge the Convoy protestors have any kind of

grievance.

He refuses to acknowledge any mistakes he and the government made in their response.

In fact at the recent government inquiry into the invocation of the Emergencies Act(essentially martial law)

which unleashed his thugs and froze citizen’s bank accounts for simply donating to the cause, Trudeau

doubled down and called anyone who went against his mandates undesirables.

He was absolutely unapologetic and was quite aggressive in openly stating they should’ve cracked down

on the truckers a lot sooner.

The people behind this attempted genocide are far from done, look at announcements from the upcoming

Davos meetings of the WEF. They are already signaling another pandemic is coming and they intend to be

in control of the response using the UN and the WHO to mandate quarantine camps and severe penalties

for anyone refusing their shots.

We are at war, the enemy intends to kill us, this isn’t in your imagination, be ready to do what’s necessary

to stop these psychopaths, they are far from satisfied with the number of deaths they’ve caused. They

intend to seize even more control and are now openly showing their intentions the gloves are off.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

You may appreciate these pieces:

• “Letter to Justin Trudeau” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-justin-trudeau)

• “Profiles in Courage: The Canadian Truckers” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/profiles-

in-courage-the-canadian)

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

GRY Jan 1 · edited Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks, I’ll have a read.

I donated to the convoy and had my bank account frozen for a few hours when they invoked the

Emergencies Act, I now realize my own national government is my enemy.

I refused the shots and was isolated for that refusal by arbitrary mandates from a self declared

tyrant who even today is angry people aren’t obeying his mandates and taking the 400 million

doses he bought with taxpayer money.

We are at war and bad things happen to those who aren’t prepared for it.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

GRY Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

BTW, when the truth about these shots becomes generally known the next convoy to Ottawa

won’t be bringing bouncy castles and hottubs and there won’t be enough thugs Trudeau could

hire to stop them, they will be bring in lots of hemp and maybe lampposts.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Old School Counselor Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I spoke with a level-headed family member yesterday, in the normie crowd, whom I have not spoken with

at length about this. Everyone he knows is just moving on because they do not want to speak about Covid

anymore. He says nobody is getting the jab because " the science changed". He hears nothing of our

concerns about global predation from his millennial cohort. They believe this was a natural virus that

infected the planet. The world did the best it could and it is over. They do not believe the jabs are hurting

significant numbers. He absorbs an entirely different information stream than I do. Entirely different. He

never heard of anyone I trust in the resistance. He thinks I am in a bubble. This was eye opening for me

because I AM in a bubble. I never consume any mainstream media or talk with anyone about Covid that is

not an ally. There are two universes. I do not believe we can rely on people waking up to tyranny or

criminality. They live in a safe world.

LIKE (12) REPLY (2) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

Thank you for that head-smacking wake-up call. It is helpful to get a sense of the world they inhabit.

The problem is the two worlds rarely cross over, so they will remain clueless unless they suffer an

injury or tragic loss that pricks their mind awake and prompts them to start asking questions. And

even then, many will remain asleep and trust whatever the colluders tell them is the cause du jour—

SADS, climate change, shaking the duvet, what-have-you.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Old School Counselor Jan 2 · edited Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes, the two worlds are apparent. I believe the bottom-line best option is to begin forming

another world while we resist everything they throw at us from the old world. Then, when we are

established and true we can offer the good people from the old world a home with us again. I do

not see any other option, because the existing world is so broken, so corrupt, so entrenched in

criminality. But it is home for so many, and one cannot take someone's home away from them

without providing a better home for them. Consequently, we should be joining forces to build a

new consciousness and a new community with other anti-establishment sojourners.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Yes, I talked about parallel societies in this piece:

• “Letter to My Karass” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-my-karass)

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Bianca Kennedy Writes Out of the Ordinary World Jan 14 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

A better description of living in parallel universes could not be written...thank you!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Swabbie Robbie Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great poem! and I love the links in each line. It is going to be a rabbit hole to go down each one.

I can't wait to share this one.
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Malignant Writes Dissident Army Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Fired.

Kicked out of school.

Threatened.

They built literal concentration camps.

They killed children.

They haven’t asked for forgiveness, haven’t repented, they haven’t even apologized.

Hell, most of them doubled down.

They can kiss my pure blooded ass.
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SunnyRai Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

🔥🎯

 

👊💯

 

📢
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Dorothy N. Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Nail it any harder and you'll break the propaganda-wall right down! Please do!

Would just like to add my new year wishes, which would appear to be shared by many:

I'll wish you a happy new year, much better than the old,

and wish our wishes all come true and dross turns into gold.

I'll wish for blue and sunny skies to shine upon our days

and hope to see 'the WEFFers' all condemned while at 'the Hague'.

I'll wish for real democracy and human rights respected

Science taking precedence above bizarre invective

All 'the Evils' hunted down by excellent detectives

All while fact comes flooding out, to fortify defences.

I wish us a happy new year, less bitter than the old

Where Life can heal within a world where truth is safely told.
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ZeropointV Writes EnergyisEverything Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

#Government democide . . is REAL . . you are the #carbon they wish to reduce . .
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pandelis Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

not a mistake ... but it just happens :-)

happy new year!!
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pandelis Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

God knows ... and that is what matters.
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God Bless America Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

🔥🔥🔥

 I hope everyone knows what these flames mean… maybe I should say fire and

brimstone instead…
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brimstone instead…

May they all repent before it’s too late… 

🙏🙏🙏😬

 They still will have consequences…

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

The Green Hornet Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Preach it, sister.
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Ann Tomoko Rosen Writes On Second Thought Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yup. There's no such thing as Oops, I did a Genocide!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

😆🎯

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Maggie Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hugely thankful for the shared philosophy, insight and support from the Substack community ~ it is quite

isolating as more layers of the onion are peeled away. When ‘friends’ are still trying to time their next

booster and think all of the trails in the sky are harmless jet contrails and they are somehow safe ( and

smug ) in their little cocoon.
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Signme Uplease Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

YES!!!

👆👆👆👆
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GRY Jan 1 · edited Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

If you’re not angry you should be.

Ask yourself how many of the elderly died alone in cold, sterile surroundings without the warmth and

comfort of their families around them.

How many children have developed psychological issues from being treated like prisoners, forced into a

form of solitary confinement or forced to wear masks as a symbol of obedience to the state.

In Canada they are moving onto the next step, openly promoting ‘voluntary’ euthanasia programs to

anyone who wants it. Veterans with PTSD or the disabled who want a little government help are instead

offered this: Canada’s new medical assistance in dying (MAID) law

https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/ad-am/bk-di.html

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/veterans-maid-rcmp-investigation-1.6663885

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/more-than-10-000-canadians-received-a-medically-assisted-death-in-

2021-report-1.6025922

How long before they implement this

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aktion_T4

This is the mentality of the same people who brought you the covid final solution which unfortunately for

them failed to achieve their goals.

Are they going to claim these were innocent ‘mistakes’ as well?

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-maid-canada-mental-health-reader-reaction/
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/government-weaponized-public-health-disease-used-

control-populations-like-tear-gas-used-control-crowds/

----Sellin: Government-Weaponized Public Health: Disease Is Used to Control Populations Like Tear Gas

Is Used to Control Crowds..

U.S. government officials and scientists assisted China to create the COVID-19 virus in a laboratory

causing a global pandemic and then tried to cover up their involvement. Government officials nationwide

used the pandemic to assume dictatorial powers, impose lockdowns, deny individual rights guaranteed

under the Constitution, and rig elections.

Yet, so far, no one has been held accountable because the Globalist Uniparty that controls the U.S.

government, like the Chinese Communist Party, considers all of the above part of a successful operation

in controlling the American population and maintaining its iron grip on power.

Modern genetic engineering techniques make it easy to create new disease-causing viruses and

restricting the availability of medications to treat those diseases can extend the duration, expand the

geographical effect and increase the lethality of an epidemic.

According to the Daily Mail, the Boston University scientists genetically-engineered the spike protein from

the highly infectious, but mild Omicron variant onto the more lethal original Wuhan COVID-19 virus,

creating an entirely new virus with an 80% death rate.

Could the Chinese Communist Party have authorized the creation of a similar COVID-19 variant now

circulating in China that would appear to be Omicron in diagnostic tests, but be far more dangerous?

Possibly, and worth investigating.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/government-weaponized-public-health-disease-used-

control-populations-like-tear-gas-used-control-crowds/
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Dorothy N. Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Just to mention, those running the US had - and have - biolabs working on bioweapons all over the

world. This is not a 'country-based' agenda, even though much has been and is run out of the US,

long used (and drained) after the previous global take-over attempt failed, when using Germany, but

one of unduly powerful and psychopathic groups with no allegiance to anything but their own sick

and destructive desires.

The WEF - essentially serving certain banksters and billionaires - trains their Young Global Leaders

(among others - YGShapers and Influencers, etc.) and enables them to infiltrate their country's

governments (and other places of power and influence), to then utterly corrupt their systems.

The WEF evidently form the public face of multiple other groups, seemingly mostly headed by much

the same people, going by what little I've actually read of some of them, and so I use them as the

symbol of the whole, 'for short'.

We are being misled by the same tattered old Cold War playbook, redirecting blame onto targeted

countries, when we need to (as far as we can) assign blame to the right causes and never let them

off scot-free again, to start over again - as they have been doing since - what they failed to do

before, in seeking to own and control the world and all within it.
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Rick Writes Rick Jan 1

ok Dorothy - the YGShapers?

the WEF is the media focusing on only one group as there are many other global Groups!

This destruction is far beyond any "cold war" and we are far beyond any holding ANYONE

accountable... WHO DO YOU SAY WILL HOLD THESE GROUPS ACCOUNTABLE??

I SAY NO ONE......
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Kathleen Writes Kathleen Devanney's Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Love it, love you. The passion and clarity come through. Thank you.
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Mathew Aldred Writes Build Back Better Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Good work. Long may you continue to write.
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Pitchfork Papers Writes Pitchfork Papers Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Fabulous MAA - in a nutshell.
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Duchess Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The best. The best. The best.

Truth. Truth. Truth.

I should have asked permission, Margaret Anna Alice...may I post this? May I print copies out?

I want to stick it to every little lending library and grocery store and wall I can find.

Please?
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Thank you, Duchess, and OF COURSE you can share wherever and whenever you like! You never

need to ask—I am grateful to anyone who is willing to help me get these missives out to the world.

I should create a nicely typeset version for people to print up, but don’t let me hold you up in the

meantime.
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Duchess Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It is very easy to print at home...and the added advantage is I can crumple them or make them

look aged...like something someone had the fell out of their bag...and you know how curious we

are as human beings!!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 3 Author

You are a genius! 

😹
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PROTECT & SURVIVE Writes Austrian’s Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

There must be no let up Margaret - I am in your army and we will win, no question. These Satanic acts of

death upon their own people has to be accounted just as they did in 1789 - heads MUST roll. This was no

accident:

At least one of our leaders knows and is calling them out. We wait and see how many of his spineless tribe

support him: "Member of the UK Parliament Andrew Bridgen told NHS100K that global elites conspired to

keep coronavirus secret for months, before exaggerating its severity to impose restrictions."

https://expose-news.com/2023/01/02/covid-virus-was-a-manufactured-bioweapon-says-mp/
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ClearMiddle Writes ClearMiddle’s Clarifications Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I find myself responding with "intentional" every time I read "bungled" or "blunder" or especially

"experimental" or any of the other words. If it was an experiment to see if it would be deadly and how

much so then OK, the experiment was a success I guess, but that is not how the word "experimental" is

being used.

Biochemistry is not my field, but I know enough about it to see the intent. I'm not a poet either. Thank you!
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

You make an interesting point about “experimental.” I use it when talking to Covidians/injectees

because it highlights the fact that they are clinical trial subjects, a fact they cannot deny and that

*should* plant a seed of doubt that may eventually sprout.
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ClearMiddle Writes ClearMiddle’s Clarifications Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I understand. When human trials were run, then halted when the results were terrible, and then

when the product was unleashed on the global population with predictable effect, I can't call it

experimental. When the design itself is so terrible (for multiple reasons that I won't go into here),

I can't call it experimental. But that's me.

I learned some basic things about mRNA, tRNA, rRNA, and ribosomes long before 2020,

because I was curious. From 2020 onward I've learned a bit more about protein synthesis and

folding, codon bias and optimization, miRNA, ribosomal frame shifting, and more. The more I

learn, the worse the design looks, unless it was designed as a bio-weapon, but I don't want to

pursue that kind of thinking, other than noting that that's what it appears to be.

Having seen at a high level how the thing works changes the way I think and talk about it.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Indeed. Mistakes were NOT made.
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MDskeptic Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks for the link to the Yeadon talk with Tess Lawrie. He is great and continually getting more insightful

and inspirational.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

A link to a Yeadon talk with Tess? That sounds wonderful—I’d love to see that if it exists! I assume

you’re referring to a different video (maybe “A Letter to Andrew Hill,” but Hill is the polar opposite of

Mike 

😆

) because I don’t remember ever sharing/seeing a video with two of my most favorite human

beings on the planet! (I crowned Tess the Queen of Integrity and Mike the King of Integrity in my one-

year anniversary post: https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/my-one-year-substack-

anniversary)
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MDskeptic Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Sorry, I was referring to the World Council for Health panel discussion

https://rumble.com/v1w7qok-world-council-for-health-general-assembly-66.html Yeadon was

the main speaker in my view, and Tess was (one of) the moderators. I had not heard that video

before today, even though it is now 5 or 6 weeks old. I've followed Yeadons eloquent, earnest

and brilliant talks and he is very courageous and inspirational to put in crystal clear words the

terrible facts of the genocidal assault some are attempting to "normalize".
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

Oh, I thought that could be it, but I didn’t remember sharing it! I have that in my queue, so

thank you for reminding me to bump it up.

And yes to everything you said about Mike! I feel profoundly honored to call him one of my

dearest friends.
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Integrity and Karma Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Frikkin outstanding, MAA!!
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Visceral Adventure Writes Visceral Adventure Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Nicely done. Are you recording this one, per chance? It jumps out at me. :)
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

I had a feeling you’d like this one 

😁

I can do this next :-)
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Visceral Adventure Writes Visceral Adventure Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

😍😍😍
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Thaddeus Kozinski Writes Clemmy Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hi Margaret, I linked to your substack, and praised you!, in my latest piece, just updated:

https://open.substack.com/pub/thaddeuskozinski/p/the-death-of-truth?

utm_source=direct&r=24l7o&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

Thank you, Thaddeus! Added to the Shoutouts 

☝
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Thaddeus Kozinski Writes Clemmy Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks Margaret. May God keep you strong and safe in His Will this year.
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SAMO Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Best poem ever. Printing it out. Posting it in my office. Sharing. Dang.
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CognitiveCarbon Writes CognitiveCarbon’s Content Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This was a masterful piece. I did what I could to steer a few thousand more views your way. Looks like

about 2,260 more found you that way. Please keep it up, we need you.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

How wonderful, CognitiveCarbon, and thank you so much for your enthusiastic support and

especially for sharing!
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Graham Seibert Writes Graham’s Newsletter Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wonderful! I put a link in my blog praising righteous fury.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Thank you so much, Graham! I love the company you listed me in 

💪

I’ll include this in my next Shoutouts :-)
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James Edward Taylor Writes Think for Yourself Jan 2 · edited Mar 28 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Just amazing, Margaret. You say in a few hundred words what takes me many thousand. Your depth of

understanding, your poetry, your word economy, your unflagging research has me floored. Not worthy.

*bows*

Honored to be linked to in this wonderful piece!
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Jennifer Jones Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Jennifer Jones

7 min ago

·

edited 4 min ago

Margaret Anna Alice

I would like to take your fabulous poem, "Mistakes Were NOT Made" and do an adaptation that would look

as below. The differences are the lines I added about the hospitalists, the medical boards, churches, and

priests/pastors. There are asterisks (*) next to those lines. Are you okay with that? I don't care about any

credit at. Please let me know if you are okay with my spreading this adapted version, or if you would want

it done differently. As far as I'm concerned, if you want, you can add the lines to make a new, updated

poem with no mention of me whatsoever. The reason I wanted these extra lines is because there are some

people I care greatly about and these lines will speak to their hardships. Thank you.

PROPOSED ADAPTATION:

I'll just leave this here.

Adapted from

Mistakes Were NOT Made:

(An Anthem for Justice)

by Margaret Anna Alice

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake.

Holodomor was not a mistake.

The Final Solution was not a mistake.
Expand full comment
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

I really appreciate your asking, Jennifer, and I love that you’re getting creative and adding your own

lines!

I am worried things could get confusing with multiple versions floating around on the Internet,

though. If possible, can you share my poem as is and then add a separate section after it with your

additions, making it clear they are your own lines?

Thank you again for joining in the cause to save humanity from tyranny and democide!
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Jennifer Jones Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes, that's just fine. I do understand how that could get confusing.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Thank you, Jennifer! I am thinking of sharing reader-contributed lines in the updates of a

future newsletter, so I'll share yours there when I do :-)
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Tired of Globalists Writes Tired of Globalists’ Substack Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes. Excellent. Never forget
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Old School Counselor Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

https://oldschoolcounselor.substack.com/p/no-we-will-not-move-on?sd=pf
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Wonderful, thank you, OSC! I especially like the sign :-)

Will share this in my next Shoutouts.
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Jay Writes Garbage Study Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The employers enforced the mandates.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Shoot, that seems like an important addition. I’ll have to ponder that since this version has already

gone viral.
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Wrysmile Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

“An Anthem for Justice”

Wow, that’s so well thought thru! 

🥰

Never forgive, never forget and absolutely no fricking amnesty! 

🤔😔🤦😡
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Max Jan 1 · edited Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret, thank you so much for your work! It is so extensive and so important. I want to share two new

preprints with you, showing and confirming that the vaccines increased all cause mortality.

"All-cause mortality by week in Australia shows that there was no detectable excess mortality 13 months

into the declared pandemic, followed by a step-wise increase in mortality in mid-April 2021, synchronous

with the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine prioritizing elderly, disabled and aboriginal residents. The excess

mortality in the vaccination period (mid-April 2021 through August 2022; 14 % larger all-cause mortality

than in recent pre-vaccination periods of same time duration; 62 million administered vaccine doses) was

31±1 thousand deaths, which is more than twice the deaths registered as from or with COVID-19. In

addition, a sharp peak in all-cause mortality (mid-January to mid-February 2022; 2,600 deaths) is

synchronous with the rapid rollout of the booster (9.4 million booster doses, same time period), and is not

due to a climatic heatwave. We give thirteen numbered arguments as to why we conclude that the excess

mortality in Australia is causally associated with the COVID-19 vaccine. The corresponding vaccine

injection fatality ratio (vIFR) is approximately 0.05 %, which we compare to estimated vIFR values from the

USA Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) and from all-cause mortality data for India,

Southern states of the USA, Michigan (USA) and Ontario (Canada)."

Source: Researchgate, Title: "Probable causal association between Australia's new regime of high all-

cause mortality and its COVID-19 vaccine rollout"

"The question whether COVID-19 vaccines have no effect on all-cause mortality or perform as intended,

that is mainly reduce excess mortality, has been debated recently in the scientific literature. By crossing

the all-cause mortality data with the vaccine data from public European databases, we compare the

impact on mortality of two variables of interest namely a vaccine-dose-rate and a covid-case-rate. Using

classical machine learning strategies and graphical models, we are able to assess the conflicting

hypothesis about the effect of vaccines on all-cause mortality, at least in Europe. Our conclusions differ

for different age-categories investigated but, until a better predictive variable is found, our results clearly

suggest that the benefit-risk balance for the 0-44 years old is not in favor of those vaccines."

Source Researchgate, Title: "THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 VACCINES ON ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY IN EU

IN 2021: A MACHINE LEARNING PERSPECTIVE"
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Turfseer Writes Turfseer’s Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The “Plandemic” Is compared to the Salem Witchcraft Trials. Watch 1692 Was a Very Good Year.

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/1692-was-a-very-good-year

BONUS: Free Download. THE ALTERNATIVE COVID-19 NARRATIVE HANDBOOK. A Collection of useful

links. Get it here: https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-alternative-covid-narrative-handbook
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links. Get it here: https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-alternative-covid-narrative-handbook
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Robert Banner Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Excellent post and so very true. They will only stop when they are forced to, no because they recognized

they have done something wrong. 2023 will be the year of accountability!
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Lyndsey, RN Writes 

💙

TheVaxInjuredLounge

💙

w/ Lynds… Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Can we also add the hashtag #HELPtheVAXinjured to the list 

❤🫶💙😪😪😪😡😡😡
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HUMDEEDEE Writes HUMDEEDEE’s Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Definitely cross-posted. Thanks again, for another stellar effort at providing information to enlighten,

persuade and save lives on this psyop campaign, one of the most nefarious ever perpetrated on the world.

Justice will one day be served.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

I saw your moving cross-post, HUMDEEDEE. Thank you so much for the gracious words. I will

include that in the Shoutouts of my next post :-)

Amen to justice being served!
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HUMDEEDEE Writes HUMDEEDEE’s Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for reading my Substack, Ms Margaret, and your sweet likes. I know how busy you

are, saving the world one essay at a time, so I appreciate the time you take to pop by and have a

look. 

🤗

 #MistakesWereNOTMade
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Susie Rodriguez Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Very powerful poem. Thank you for writing it.
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Joe Van Steenbergen Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Some of your best work yet, Margaret Anna. Thanks.
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Angry Steve Jan 22 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret, can you get a message to Micheal Yeadon?

If so, please pass this to him.

Dr. McCullough pointed to a study yesterday

https://open.substack.com/pub/petermcculloughmd/p/vaccine-immunologists-starting-to?

r=wp4x9&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email

showing igG4 prevalence after a third jab explaining why people are more "susceptible" to COVID

"infection" following the third jab specifically.

My long held observation has been that folks get jabbed and within weeks get sick. My hypothesis has

been these folks aren't "catching COVID" at all, rather they're developing the disease within their own

bodies. This study seems to prove my theory.

Subject gets mRNA injection.

Subject makes the spike protein the mRNA calls for.

Subjects immune response is igG4 prevalent.

Subjects immune system can't deal with the spike protein their own body is making.

Subject develops COVID.

Have I got anything wrong there?
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 25 Author

I'm sorry I missed this, Steve. I am so busy right now, I'm not sure when I'll have time to do this. Mike

is very good about responding to comments, though, so I recommend just replying to one of his

comments on this post with this information so he can follow up when time permits.
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Angry Steve Jan 26 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you Margaret.
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Angry Steve Jan 26

Is there a quick way to find one of his comments?
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Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 26 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Steve,

Thanks for your message and question.

I’m of the same interpretation as you, not only because it’s sufficient to explain the clinical

observations, but because there is good evidence that there never was a pandemic of

anything, let alone of a novel respiratory virus. Prof Denis Rancourt is the painstaking

source of evidence behind this controversial claim.

For some reason people do not like anyone challenging the notion that it was all fear

propaganda and not a real pandemic.

Repeated challenge with the same immunogen is the basis of desensitisation therapy for

allergy.

Blocking antibody on the one hand reduces Type I hypersensitivity responses. But I don’t

think it blocks cell mediated immunity (T-cell) & tissue destruction. It’s the latter that I think

is one of the main mechanisms of ultimately fatal delayed type hypersensitivity (Type IV). A

deliberately induced autoimmune disorder.

There are other mechanisms of toxicity involving the non natural lipids in the lipid nano

particles & also the mRNA nucleosides themselves. I can’t reliably attribute the toxicity to

one or another effects, only to say that there’s no chance that these injections are benign

and useful & every likelihood that they’ll injure or kill, depending upon dose of mRNA &

efficiency with which it’s taken up & expressed, coupled with anatomical deposition

patterns & variability in susceptibility.

Hope this helps, albeit incompletely!

Best wishes

Mike
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Angry Steve Jan 26 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Dr. Yeadon, after my initial shock that you responded and having let your response

sink in, it occurred to me, if a 60 year old retired Department of Mental Health Case

Manager / disabled veteran from a small town (Hubbardston Massachusetts) can sniff

this out, it's a pretty fare bet that those that made the stuff that's going into people's

arms must know as well.

Yet they continue to push this poison. There is no benign innocent explanation for this

behavior.

It's Democide.
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Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 26 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Precisely. I’ve said from early on that “They know what I know. We share a

common training and work experience. They cannot not know”.
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 28 · edited Jan 28

I should of beat the shit out of Baric when we walked the halls together.

Oh well, moment lost, but maybe somebody else is thinking the same thing?

I could say more on that matter and maybe I will, but justice sometimes

takes time, but when Justified Retribution commences in earnest it will be

swift - 21st century style swift as only now are we able to talk with so many

and there is energy in that no doubt.

I'm glad I ain't Ralph Baric, and that son of bitch needs to be hung up. All the

evidence I've studied suggest as such and he ain't the only one.

BK
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Angry Steve Jan 28

From your lips to God's ear.
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 28

ha, ha.....good one!

BK
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Angry Steve Jan 26

Indeed. I heard you say it early on in your appearance in a Planet Lockdown

documentary

and have been following you ever since.
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Angry Steve Jan 26 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you so much for the reply and for explaining the technical underpinnings of my

real world observations.

I'm comforted in the knowledge that my laymen's take on what I've been reading and

seeing is in line with your professional opinion.

Much respect

Steve
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 28 · edited Jan 28

Hey Steve - guess what?

Because of what you posted here on January 22, and then the conversation had, I went over to the

link you provided and posted a comment there.

Do you know, here on Ms. Margaret's Place back around August 2021 I posted to her a link to the

same message I sent to my daughters when I was trying to advise them NOT to take any more jabs

of harm? It is in the record and I will find it if need be, but I did, and because of what you presented

just above, and because Dr. McCullough, the same doctor who made a presentation, in Michigan I

think it was, with a video that I sent to my daughters to try to convice them of foulness in the air I

already sensed, well that is why I posted a message on the link you provided so thanks for that and

makes one wonder - tis a small world when minds thinking similar can get together rapidly and if

they live their lives based upon principle strong and with conviction and humility.......well, you must

know - faith can move mountains.

If not so, then why are we even here because the Calvinist got it all wrong and now tis time for them

to get some Justified Retribution because nobody knows the mind of uncertainty.

Moreover, just like time I put forth "uncertainty" has no mind of its own - it just is. It is a fact of life.

Live with it because it is not to be feared. So, a year ago, a good pal of mine died surfing of the coast

of Florida, and I make this post in his honor. RC - you indigo bunting in my mind will never be

forgotten.

We are in a WAR and my advice is play to win. I do.

Peace,

BK
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Angry Steve Jan 28

I'm very honored you found something I shared helpful and I hope your daughters did as well.

Yes faith can move mountains but I suggest you bring your own shovel.
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 29 · edited Jan 29

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I have a whole assortment of shovels that I use depending on the job in need.

I've used cheap shovels and ones that cost more well made - I prefer a shovel well made.

Maybe later, but maybe not, I'll find the presentation Dr. McCullough did in a Church setting

in Michigan I think it was......that was the video I sent to my daughters when I was trying to

convince them that something is amiss and foolishly back then I thought resolution was at

the precipice. Little did I know, here I am, typing this basically 17 months later.

Regardless, I consider Dr. McCullough, Steve Kirsch, and Mike Yeadon, and many others I

have come to make acquaintance with over the last couple years, and Ms. Margaret of

course to be "Champions of Truth", and to be a champion it means you first and foremost

stand strong on principle. It doesn't mean you always "win" or "prevail", but if you stand

strong on principle it does mean that your Lord awaits you - assuming your principle is

based on merit and the idea of causing no harm. Blessed are the Champions so full of

courage - myself, I've learned that if you deny your own principle, your spirit diminishes.

My daughters still have not totally come around to my way of interpreting what has

transpired, but I suspect they will eventually and I know that I have been true to my

principle. That I will take to my grave.

Peace to you,

BK
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Don Paul Writes Stands the Human Being Jan 19 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great to have your contributions again, Margaret Anna! However, they're not reaching my email address.

Thank you, too, for the Likes and Shares!
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 19 Author

Oh no! Can you check your settings to make sure email notifications haven't been disabled for my

Stack? I've had other subscribers report that happening without their knowledge or approval.

Secondly, please whitelist my Substack newsletters and make sure they aren't going into your spam

folder.
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Level The Matrix Writes The Uncommon Sense Mashup Jan 18 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Excellent! Thank you, you beautiful soul!
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Ninsuna Jan 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliantly written poem!
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j.s. prindle Jan 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

i believe it was franklin roosevelt who said (definitely not a quote, since i don't remember his words

exactly) but he said in effect that governments don't make mistakes, as dumb as they seem, they do what

they intend to do! it just seems to be incompetence at the time (because it seems so dumb). the same

goes for any of the mega corporations out there, particularly big pharma.
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Gavin Jan 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant! Bravo! Mistakes were NOT made, indeed. 

🙏
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Bianca Kennedy Writes Out of the Ordinary World Jan 14 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant! Accurate. Concise. Spot on. Thank you!
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Fritz Freud Writes Fritz’s Freud Jan 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You are right, there are no mistakes, everything goes to plan.

This is all a shitshow, a distraction.

But if they pull such strings as a distraction, what is it they have to hide?

These people are Evil by Nature so what do they want?

I write about this for a long time, the real Danger NOBODY speaks about and yes I would like you to take

this up because this is more dangerous than anything ever before combined.

I am talking about the Introduction of AI on Computer chips by Intel AMD Apple and all others.

AI on CPU's is a game changer.

Imagine AI are all Quantum Computers, a Quantum Computer Mainframe so to speak.

Now a dedicated NP AI Accelerator on CPU level means that you have no choice but every Computer

Laptop Phone or device will be controlled by AI, and AI will through this control you.

It is your personal STASI officer that stand between you and any device every device.

Allowing this technology to go through = total enslavement of the Human Race by stealth.

Every computer every device will have such a chip and is through this able to control the Human Race.

Nobody is safe.

This technology is rolled out now without them telling you.

This is more dangerous than all atomic bombs together twice over.

https://fritzfreud.substack.com/p/the-final-battle-of-a-war-unseen
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FlyoverCountry Jan 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Devastating takedown in the form of short poetic lines of distilled and overwhelming truth. No escape

from the facts. I'm forwarding this too many friends and family.
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Abby Wynne Writes Truth, Spirituality, Poetry and… Jan 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hello lovely Margaret Anna Alice I don’t know if you’ve seen this but someone made a video of this and it’s

getting lots of traction. He says he got the poem from the white rose website... I see they printed it there

and posted a link to your substack. Anyway thought I’d call your attention to it x

https://youtu.be/YepijWa5Kxs

And: https://thewhiterose.uk/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-for-justice/
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 7 Author

Thank you so much for alerting me, Abby, and I just saw that at Twitter a couple hours ago!

I knew about The White Rose reprinting it (they are one of my regular publishers), and I was delighted

to see Nigel Watson recorded a version of it—although it is causing a lot of confusion because he did

his own adaptation and did not mention my name or link to the original.

I am happy to see this getting traction but wish he would have provided the original source since he

changed the lines and truncated it, so I want people to be able to read the original, hyperlinked

version.

I have tried multiple times to share the link to the original in the YouTube comments, but my

comments keep disappearing. I don’t know if YouTube is shadow-banning me, but if you are able to

post a comment pointing people back to this page and citing me as the author, I would be grateful.

Perhaps you can post this on my behalf (with whatever you’d like to add):

Thank you, Nigel, for your moving reading and adaptation of my poem. I have tried to share the link to

the original version, but my comments keep disappearing. One of my readers very kindly agreed to

post this on my behalf so people can view the original, hyperlinked version:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem

—

No worries if you’re not comfortable posting this. It’s just been frustrating not being able to get my

comments through and clear up this misunderstanding.

Thanks again, Abby!
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Abby Wynne Writes Truth, Spirituality, Poetry and… Jan 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

As a channel owner on YouTube I checked and you are able to delete comments on your own

videos. I noticed my earlier comment attributing you to the poem had been removed so I think

he is deliberately deleting comments. I’ll check back and see if my latest comment is still there.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 7 Author

😲🙏

I have watched other Nigel videos, and he seems like a lovely fellow, so I hope it's YouTube

and not him 

🤞
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Abby Wynne Writes Truth, Spirituality, Poetry and… Jan 7

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Done it twice now and it’s gone twice. I can comment on other channels. I published it

on my telegram...

https://t.me/abbywynneauthor/1868
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 7 Author

Wow, that is alarming. Bless you for your above-and-beyond efforts, Abby!
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Abby Wynne Writes Truth, Spirituality, Poetry and… Jan 7

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It angers me when artists aren’t given credit where credit is due. My

pleasure xx
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 7 Author

Thank you, Abby. This isn’t the first time it’s happened, sadly. The first

one hurt a lot because it was someone I had great respect for and had

featured in one of my early articles, so I was disappointed to learn she

would do something like that. She used several paragraphs from one of

my essays in a speech that went viral. I reached out to her on

Facebook multiple times to give her the benefit of the doubt and give

her a chance to rectify the situation, but she never responded. I haven’t

said anything about it publicly because she’s doing good work in the

community, but it left a bitter taste in my mouth. The supreme irony is

she was an ethics professor.
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Abby Wynne Writes Truth, Spirituality, Poetry and… Jan 7

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

So disappointing. My work has been stolen several times too - my

healing work. That’s what happens when you give away things for

free. My consolation is that they usually can’t carry it off of follow

through 

😂

 sending a hug. I see you. We know. It will be harder

and harder to hide lies and inauthenticity as time goes on 

🙏💖
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 7 Author

I’m sorry you’ve experienced that, too, Abby, and thank you

for your empathetic and healing words 

🤗
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Abby Wynne Writes Truth, Spirituality, Poetry and… Jan 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Done. Can’t post a screen shot of it but my comment did go through x
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 9 Author

Abby, I wanted to let you know I have connected with Nigel, who has now added the

attribution and a link to my original poem to the description of the YouTube video. I believe

it was YouTube that was deleting our comments and not Nigel as he has done the

honorable thing and also clarified authorship at the OffGuardian repost (https://off-

guardian.org/2023/01/08/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-for-justice/) of my poem

(where one of the commenters accused me of stealing it from Nigel 

😆

). In any case, I think

it was a confluence of factors that led to the misunderstanding and am grateful to him for

correcting it.
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Abby Wynne Writes Truth, Spirituality, Poetry and… Jan 9

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Interesting. Because I had my husband add your comment with his account and his

comment was also deleted. Glad you finally got the attribution.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 10 Author

Since you were kind enough to take an interest in this situation, Abby, I wanted to
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Since you were kind enough to take an interest in this situation, Abby, I wanted to

let you know I had a followup exchange with Nigel that absolutely astounded me.

I won’t go into it publicly but just wanted to post that caveat to my previous

message as he is not the type of person I once took him to be.

He has now deleted the video on both of his channels.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 9 Author

Thank you (and your husband) for your above-and-beyond efforts, Abby! 

🙏
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 7 Author

Aww, thank you so much, Abby! I refreshed the comments page and don't see it. Is it still

showing up for you? Mine would appear when I first posted it but then disappear when I

refreshed. I'm wondering if my url is being shadow-banned in the comments 

🤔
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Kathleen Rapp Jan 5 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you so much! The truth is so refreshing… although tragic.
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Eucatastrophe2021 Writes Eucatastrophe2021’s Newsletter Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yessssssssss! Thank you, MAA! May 2023 be the year of accountability. And true change.
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Betty Brown Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Heart and gut-wrenching words MAA.

And thank you for the Substack reading recommendations! 

❤🗡
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Dannythinksitsvacuum Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

No, no, no, no. It was just shear incompetence on a massive scale. That should make us feel better. Get rid

of the self described incompetent people? Why would we do that? I'm sure they will get it right next time.

Is it odd that they can never remember things when under oath? No, nothing odd about that at all unless

you're a crazy conspiracy theorist. People don't always have the best memories and we should treat them

with grace, unless they are Elon Musk or a non-masker, then they should die.

Anyway, I'm going to take my car back to that mechanic who dumped sand down the cylinders last time.

Sure he messed up, but it was an honest mistake and I always pay whatever bill he hands me so I'm sure

he'll fix it right this time. He does a good job keeping my blinker fluid topped of and my muffler bearings

greased when I take it in for his recommended monthly checkup. Life is a lot easier when you let the

experts handle the things you are not qualified to think about!
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 3 Author

🤣
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Doc Ellis 124 Writes Dance of the Furies Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hi Margaret

An entity on my FB list sent this at https://tinyurl.com/55fakw79

Andrea Newman Pardon my ignorance but I don’t know what genocide you are referring to. 2020??? I

don’t get it. You didn’t mention the Native American genocides either.

It is clearly a Fauci-sucker based on its comments regarding the referenced vermin.

Do you have a rational response that I can use? I admit that maybe you could have included domestic

genocides in this poem. Is it to late to include such reference(s)?

Thank you for this poem. I am wondering how to set this to blues progressions to share it with listeners.

Doc
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 3 Author

Thank you, Doc. As I told another commenter who asked about the Native American genocides, this

poem focuses on genocides committed under totalitarian governments, which are a distinctly 20th-

century (and onward) phenomenon.

Regarding her question about the genocide in 2020, you can tell her it's actually not a genocide but

rather a democide since victims are not being targeted by ethnicity. This might be a good article to

share with her for more info:

• "Letter to an Agree-to-Disagree Relative" (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-an-

agree-to-disagree-relative)
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SpenceMarcel Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

We are reaching this point of your clear and long list of so many ways this horror is so very real, And. Must.

Be. Stopped.
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Doger Badell Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Lately, I've been listening to this Rush song that I had listened to in my teens:

https://songmeanings.com/songs/view/3458764513820544355/

As naive as I was then and probably still am, I do recall wondering if this is a good thing:

"And the meek shall inherit the earth..."

It's what the globalists seek so they can keep us all in line...
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Downtoearthinking.com Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes it was alll very deliberate. And now whar happens ? Will they all esacpe justice ? We shall soon, hey ? I

am not hopeful at all the vast majority wil be punished in any way and that is a travesty for all of us.
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Stone Petoskey Writes Getting Stoned Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Such a BRILLIANT, BEAUTIFUL, BOLD, and BADASS poem Margaret- just like YOU!!

🔥💪🥰

 I really loved

how you brought the whole experience of the last three years(!) into this poetic form and included the

links for anyone interested and willing to explore more! Once again I say a BIG thank you for all you do!

Keep on ROCKING & INSPIRING my friend!

🤘👊😍
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

🤗💓👊
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Allen Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

100% truth in that poem. None of this was "tragically misguided" or a "mistake" whatsoever. It was a pre-

planned crime as you know.

Here is a recent article which posits that the collapse of the financial system is what necessitated the

unleashing of the Covid Operation:

COVID-19: A Global Financial Operation

https://unbekoming.substack.com/p/repocalypse

Snippet from article:

"The COVID phenomenon cannot be understood without understanding the un-televised 2019-2020

unprecedented financial collapse threatening the entire global financial system.

The Covid-19 Pandemic story makes little sense when viewed through the lens of health, safety and

science. Viewed through the lens of money, power, control, and wealth transfer, however, then all of it

makes perfect sense.

.....

What this manufactured crisis conveniently camouflages is that we are in the midst of a planned total

economic collapse- a collapse which was inevitable.

The timing of the COVID fraud became necessary as world markets were faced with an emergency debt

crisis in Fall of 2019 which popped up in formerly mostly liquid markets: Repo Markets, Money Markets

and Foreign Exchange Markets.

...

When US treasury bonds became illiquid due to exponential growth of public, but mostly private, dollar

debt, even as the FED was sucking up cash from financial markets all hell broke loose.
Expand full comment
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Cupwpxb Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

A song about it..

To the tune of Stairway

There's a feeling I get

When I look to the WEF.

'Cause they say that

More bugs must be eaten.

There's a sign on the wall

'Cause they want to be sure

That they don't feed the

Unvaxxed heathen
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A Midwestern Doctor Writes The Forgotten Side of Medicine Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

See this excellent discussion on "mistakes were made"

https://drmalcolmkendrick.org/2022/05/01/care-homes-and-covid19-2/
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rotorhead1871 Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

hindsight is rarely20/20...but usually better than foresight.... there will never be absolute

accountability....ever....the world does not work like that!!.......paranoia always strikes deep...and

somewhere in government all these nefarious acts were approved...by either evil people or good people

making mistakes.....its the society that mankind has built...understanding that is key..as pink floyd

says...you are just another brick in the wall...best of luck!!...
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Gabriel Writes Libre Solutions Network Jan 2 · edited Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you so much for the inclusion! 

😊

"Are you a good german or a badass german?" means a lot to me, but especially when it was originally

out. Mostly because because while I believe I made the correct medical choice, the retaliation from

Canadian society was and still is quite difficult to bear.

Edit: In the interest of sharing, I've turned the poem into an image: https://gabe.rocks/images/not-a-

mistake.webp
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

My pleasure, Gabriel. I am so sorry you suffered backlash, but such is the plight of the dissident in a

sea of conformist thinkers. Be proud as that makes your noncompliance all the more impressive.

Awesome—thanks so much for turning it into an image and sharing!
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Fiona Pancheri Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant I shall have it written out, framed and stuck on the wall after I have shared it. Thank you and may

2023 be the year it all comes tumbling down. God bless you
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Diane Perlman, PhD Writes CoronaWise Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant and powerful! and contagious and infectious in the good way.

I might add "This was simulated", although implied

to

This was calculated.

This was formulated.

This was focus-grouped.

This was articulated.

Thanks so much for your contributions. Let's make 2023 the turning point,
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

🙏💞🙌
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MarianneB Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Absolutely with you. They knew. It was not a mistake. Your Anthem for Justice is brilliant.
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Cathleen Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brother Alexis Bugnolo was interview by Dr. Jane Ruby in late October 2022 (you can find it on Rumble).

He said regarding the beginning of the "plandemic" -"How is it that all the politicians in the world are

saying the same lie at the same time? That's impossible because all men can agree on the truth. But all

men can't agree on a lie, unless there's a conspiracy...When something happens like an unnatural event, a

disaster or a plague, the response of society is not unified. It's diversified. People come at the problem

from all different ways. And maybe eventually we'll all agree it's a pandemic. But it takes a while because

people have different theories. But when everyone reacted the same way, at the same time, that is not

natural, that's artificial. And that convinced me that there was an international organization of individuals

that had orchestrated and planned how to react and how to do it."
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Excellent points, Cathleen, and that reminds me of this great line from a comment by

SheThinksLiberty at Meryl Nass’s reposting of this poem:

“This is too stupid to just be stupid.” (https://merylnass.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-

an-anthem/comment/11563241)
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Agent Roger ccarbonn ccoppy Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

THANK YOU MARGARET!
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Catríona Writes Catríona’s Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thats flipping the coolest articulation without waahing, thank you-may I share it even though not a

subscriber?

🎉

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Thank you, Catríona, and absolutely you can share it—I need as much help as possible getting this

out into the world!
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Catríona Writes Catríona’s Newsletter Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you

💖
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Jennifer Jones Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I love this! If you don't mind, I would luke to keep it to occasionally share.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 2 Author

Of course and please do! Thanks, Jennifer!
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Heidi Heil STOPS Thymectomy Writes Thymus Cures Newsletter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Magnificent ❤
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John Botica Writes Shouting in space Jan 1 · edited Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

100% !! Right on the mark!

Here’s my short take on it...

https://open.substack.com/pub/johnbotica/p/not-a-case-of-bad-decisions-or-dropping?

utm_source=direct&r=tz7cx&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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roi Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Happy New Year Margaret Anna Alice! Loved the poem.

Spent a good deal of time out in the crowds celebrating the new year! Lotsa faces very few masks.
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BlazeCloude3 Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Roget could never RE-IMAGINE any better synonyms than diabolical, sinister, satanic to RE-DEFINE the

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY better as the sins of Psycho-Predator Philanthropaths. Those loyal to the

Rothschilds out of Basel, Switzerland with their TREASONOUS Monarchs, Bankers/Corporatists Cabal

operating as Organized Mobsters have NO REDEEMING QUALITIES. The only positive benefit any of the

heinous evil possess is that they are physically human and can DIE.

Who's propagandizing the words; 'mistake, blunder, blathering to describe the greedy Idolatrous seeking

ABSOLUTE CONTROL, depopulation, SLAVERY AND WORSHIP as though they, themselves are Gods?
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Brooks Anderson Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Excellent! Thank you for including the modelers. It's important to recognise how "models" lend scientific

credibility to nefarious agendas.
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MDskeptic Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks. That poem is so deep and so right. I won't forget how they tried to play us. I've been fooled before

but not this time. I think never again.
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mtdesigns1 Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

YES! Amen! Beautiful! Thank you! Most who are writing (on substack and other venues) about this near

3-year living hell, this corruption, this viscious orchestrated abuse are giving the guilty participants a hall

pass. Excuse after excuse. Reason after reason. Cause after cause. Justification after justification. Indeed,

mistakes were not made. 2023 The Year of Accountability

🤜🤛
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Mooncat Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Oops, geez sorry about that genocidal lapse in judgment. Hate it when that happens.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

😹
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Infanttyron3 Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks for the anthem and Happy New Year, MAA! Here's a clip with a pedal steel player who also plays

with bands I'm not yet familiar with: The Moho Collective and Maybird. This group is not solely a cover

band, but on this and a couple other mid-tempo songs they manage to integrate an instrument not often

associated with the material they're covering. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qUVeY3FTk0
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StellaMaris Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I was feeling pessimistic when I woke up on this first day of 2023...... this made me remember why we are

all here......beautiful and necessary for all of us to remember and to keep fighting.... ❤
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

🛡💗🙌
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Bird Writes *Information Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"I didn't know the speed limit was only 50 instead of 55" won't get us off.

But if you're in the mood to murder 80% of babies, kill and maim hundreds of thousands, and shorten the

genetically-destined lifespan of everyone else, * ~Oops~ *
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Baya Sana Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I perceived evil intent in Jan 2020 and, sadly, was correct. Thank you for being one of the writers of truth

for those of us less inclined to publish for whatever reason.
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Jen Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

All that you mentioned but also this:

https://open.substack.com/pub/drpippa/p/wishes-love-and-cosmopoiesis?

utm_source=direct&r=3iv6q&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Just call me Jack Writes Totality of Evidence News Nov 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I wondered why Dr Mike Yeadon traffic increased so much in early 2023.

Your opening sentence... It's nice to know my website is useful. Thanks

https://totalityofevidence.com/dr-mike-yeadon/
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Margaret Anna Alice Nov 9 Author

Delighted to hear that led to some people discovering your excellent site, Jack!
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Martin - Vetenskapliga partiet Writes The Rainbow Coalition Newsletter Nov 5

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice" would be

"Misstag gjordes INTE: En hymn för rättvisa"
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Martin - Vetenskapliga partiet Writes The Rainbow Coalition Newsletter Nov 5 · edited Nov 5

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks for a great text, great reading and great links, Margaret Anna Alice & Dr Tess Lawrie. I have

translated it to Swedish to the best of my ability, and I often make links to it.

https://swebbtube.se/w/rVx5fb7rwrFnmhsFbe2sYk
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Margaret Anna Alice Nov 5 Author

Wow, thank you so much for doing that, Martin! I've added it to the Translations page:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/i/113394806/swedish-subtitles

If it's easy for you to share the textual version, I can add it to the text sections above.
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Martin - Vetenskapliga partiet Writes The Rainbow Coalition Newsletter Nov 5

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Det armeniska folkmordet var inget misstag.

Holdomor var inget misstag.

Den slutgiltiga lösningen var inget misstag.

Det stora språnget framåt var inget misstag.

Dödsfälten var inget misstag.

Ange ett folkmord! Det var inget misstag.

Det inkluderar 2020-talets stora democid.

Att antyda något annat är att ge dem den utväg som de söker.

Det slarvades inte. De fumlades inte.

Det var ingen blunder. Det var inte inkompetens.

Det var inte brist på kunskap.

Det var inte spontan masshysteri.

Planeringen ägde rum med full insyn.

Planeringen sker fortfarande med full insyn.

Filantropaterna köpte vetenskapen.

De som skapade modellerna projicerade lögnerna.

De som testade kokade ihop kriserna.

NGOerna leasade akademikerna.
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Vetenskapsmännen fabricerade resultaten.Expand full comment
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Margaret Anna Alice Nov 5 Author

Fantastic and tack så mycket, Martin!
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Margaret Anna Alice Nov 5 Author

Oh, and what is the translation for the title (Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for

Justice) and byline (just need to know how to write "by")? Tack!
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Lyin Doc 124 Writes Lyin Doc 124 Aug 4 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

https://tinyurl.com/3udhk8sc

No Mistakes Blues

at Impulse Music Company 2023.08.02 A distillation of "Mistakes Were NOT Made- An Anthem for

Justice" by Margaret Anna Alice at here
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DG Writes Who can tell me the truth? (I+… Jul 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Just released: "Who can tell me the truth?" song - inspired by your poem!

please let your readers know - hope you'll like it

https://youtu.be/P64Nglnwxs8
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Jack Williams Writes Jack’s Substack May 31 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret, can I print the poem? I would like to have a copy to show but I am unable to do so. Can you tell

me how to do this or do you not want it printed? Jack.
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Margaret Anna Alice May 31 Author

Yes, of course, and thank you for asking, Jack! I created print-friendly versions. You can download

the PDFs here:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/i/113394806/pdfs-for-printing-and-sharing

You’ll want the one labeled ”Letter-Sized Sheet to Print on Your Printer” for printing up at home. The

others are for those who wish to have postcards or flyers professionally printed for distribution.
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Jack Williams Writes Jack’s Substack May 30 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret, read the history book, The Modern Anglo-Dutch Empire, by Robert Ingraham, it is the history of

the eugenics movement that began several hundred years ago. Jack.
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DG Writes Who can tell me the truth? (I+… Apr 22 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you. If ever at all you would like to record it, with your style and touch , so it can reach more hearts

an minds ... English is not my mother tongue , Russian and Ukrainian are...
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 22 Author

I wish I had time! I’m about a year and a half behind on recording podcasts of my own work for my

subscribers and just keep falling further behind! I think your recording it with your accent would make

it even more powerful :-)
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DG Writes Who can tell me the truth? (I+… Jul 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Just released: "Who can tell me the truth?" song - please let your readers know !

https://youtu.be/P64Nglnwxs8
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DG Writes Who can tell me the truth? (I+… Apr 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Very inspiring poem-anthem. And it led me to compose this poem called :

"Who (can tell me the truth)?"

https://ivim.substack.com/p/who-can-tell-me-the-truth-poem-anthem

Hope you will like it , and maybe even feel like adding a few more verses of your own . Warmest regards.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 21 Author

How lovely, DG! Thank you for sharing your inspired and inspiring words. I especially like the closing

stanza.
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ThinkforYourself Apr 20 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I found the link to her poem/anthem in Dr. Robert Malone's latest article, which can be found here:

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-worst-atrocity-in-the-history

In this article Malone makes the case that it was indeed a crime against humanity, resulting in about 10

million dead -- and billions more made to suffer from the lockdowns and mandates. And he says it

was the "worst" atrocity in history due to the numbers involved.

I would question the designation "worst" since when you mention events like Holodomor or the Shoah

(Stalin and Hitler's genocides) the scale of the evil beggars the imagination. It's superlative to say this

atrocity is worse than that one. A single murder is as bad as murdering 6 million, from a deontological

point of view. Malone is using a utilitarian ethic.

Also, in those cases, the crime was committed by force more than deception. Most people are still in

denial regarding what just happened. Most went along with it. We were deceived into complying

with a lockdown, with masks, with allowing an experimental drug to be injected (to be clear, I did not allow

it but most did, out of fear or a desire to participate in society, which I was effectively denied due

to my non-compliance).

There are points of comparison though. For example, the New York Times covered up Stalin's genocide in

the Ukraine when it happened, and the same paper, nearly a century later, shilled for the medical tyrants

and worked to deceive us. There was deliberate mass media deception in

both cases.

There is also a point of comparison with the Nazis: they used physicians and pseudo-science to deceive

the public just as was done in 2020-2022. They promoted the fiction of "blood purity." The medical

tyrants of our time concocted a lie to us when they said we had to go into lockdown mode and then later

on take their experimental drug.Expand full comment
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Victory Palace Writes The Victory Palace Poetry Stack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for writing this incredible poem! For blasting the trumpets of truth into the faces of the

apathetic brainwashed masses! Hopefully, this will start to wake up some of them. You know what they

say about waking up a sleepwalker; must do it carefully. But you know what? It's too little too late now. The

cat's out of the bag and the plans of these James Bond villains are finally revealed. The war's been

declared except you can't name/see the enemy, lest you be called (well I'm not gonna go there...). Anyway,

thank you so much!
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Raúl Zambrano Writes Raúl’s Substack Mar 23 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This poem has acquired a life of its own. No doubt it conveys a very powerful message. And it is within its

powerful message that the poem fails to see the world as it was before 2020.

It has to do with the opening lines:

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake.

Holodomor was not a mistake.

The Final Solution was not a mistake.

The Great Leap Forward was not a mistake.

The Killing Fields were not a mistake.

Although I can name my genocide it is very telling that Margaret can only identify genocides if the US was

not involved and there lies one of the issues that are not being addressed by team reality from the

US/Europe side: the very idea that prior to 2020 their governments were not censoring and/or hiding

information, the idea that the US was a beacon of justice and freedom as if the

Hiroshima/Guatemala/Irak/Vietnam/Lybia were accidents just like the earthquake in Turkey.

US/Europe team reality finally feels the oppressions their own governments are exercising upon them so

they can call it out, but it is about time to expand also the perspective: their governments have been killing

or promoting the killings of millions of people well before 2020 and at this very moment, not only through

this virus induced hysteria.

Describing the 2020 on-wards behavior of their own governments as "China-like", "communism", or any

other "isms" implies that prior to 2020 you lived in an open society (free world you have the guts to say):

that was a dream.

Would US/Europe team reality wake up AFTER this crisis comes to an end? It remains an unanswered

question.
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Margaret Anna Alice Mar 23 Author

Thank you for your thoughtful comment, Raúl, and I agree that all of the examples of US aggression

you cite are further examples of atrocities. It was not possible for me to list every genocide (hence

my linking to a more detailed list under “genocide”), and this particular list focuses on those arising

from twentieth-century totalitarian regimes.

It was also necessary that the genocide have a recognizable name capturing the atrocity, and none

of the ones you listed have been named—perhaps for the very reason you tapped into, namely, they

were committed by nations traditionally perceived as the “Good Guys,” in other words, the winners

who had the capacity to rewrite the history books in their favor.
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Gabriel Writes Libre Solutions Network Mar 20 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

No longer on twitter, but wanted to say congratulations on trending!

It's an important message and I'm glad to see it's getting out there.
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Ari Goldberg Mar 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant! I shared it by email, Twitter, and Facebook. There are so many similar conspiracies. This is not the

first one cooked up by Western actors, in fact at least three of the five mentioned in the first paragraph,

Holodomor, The Final Solution, and The Great Leap Forward, received critical financing, diplomatic

maneuvering, etc. from the US and our European allies. Please look into joining and helping The John

Birch Society. They have been right about all these things since 1958, and they have the solution:

convince a majority of Americans to demand leaders who follow the original meaning of the Constitution

(few and enumerated powers for the federal government), who stay completely out of the free market

economy, and oppose all forms of global governance. Let's not tinker with reforming government as many

in this medical freedom movement advocate - let's dismantle all the unconstitutional parts of it and

become self-reliant again. Donald Trump can't save us, and neither can Tulsi Gabbard, Ron DeSantis, Ron

Johnson, or anyone else you can think of, even my favorite, Rand Paul. It's up to the people at the grass-

roots. We must educate the voters on the principles of a free society and take the God of the Bible

seriously again. Then we will have the kind of leaders we need. There are no short-cuts.
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James Kringlee Writes On The Path Mar 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

No amnesty for DEPRAVED-HEART MASS MURDER

ALL THE PROOF NEEDED FOR REAL COVID TREATMENT HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED FROM EARLY

2020, WITH PANDEMIC TIMES, "GOLD STANDARD" EVIDENCE – THE RESULTS FROM REAL DOCTORS

WHO TREATED REAL COVID PATIENTS.

ALL THE PROOF NEEDED for 1) the early outpatient treatment for covid, for 2) the asap covid treatment in

the ER (or doctors' office outpatient "ER") which either stabilizes the the covid patient and sends them

home with prescriptions or begins proper treatment prior to hospital admission and for 3) the best in

hospital covid treatment, - all using combinations of safe and effective, low cost, available drugs etc HAS

BEEN DEMONSTRATED, from early in the pandemic, noised abroad to "people" in the cdc and niaid and

all, and continually improved WITH THE PANDEMIC "GOLD STANDARD EVIDENCE" – THE RESULTS

FROM REAL DOCTORS WHO TREATED REAL COVID PATIENTS.

Dr. Didier Raoult, Dr Zelenko, Dr George Fareed and Dr Brian Tyson, Dr. Ben Marble and the doctors of “My

Free Doctor”, Dr Darrell DeMello (who introduced early treatment, ER level treatment for the outpatient

and long covid treatment to India), Dr Shankara Chetty with his outpatient "emergency room" 8th day

protocol (teaching many Doctors and saving 14,000+ Africans and many others at a covid stage where

they would be admitted to hospital then mis, dis and mal treated to either prolonged injury or death in

most all US hospitals), Dr. Pierre Kory and Dr Paul Marik, Dr. Joseph Varon, Dr. Syed Haider and other

doctors using the FLCCC protocols, Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr. Richard Urso and numbers of other REAL

DOCTORS who treated REAL COVID PATIENTS across the world. These Doctors treated 100’s of

Thousands of high risk covid patients with near elimination of hospitalization and death with early

treatment and with proper, asap, "ER" type treatment and these doctors demonstrated a great reduction

of in hospital death with the best known practices.

These DOCTORS TOLD THE TRUTHS, about covid treatments, with actually safe and effective, low cost

generic drugs etc, TO THE POWERS THAT CHOOSE TO SUPPRESS AND SABOTAGE REAL TREATMENTExpand full comment
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Nancy Doyle Brown Mar 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You might enjoy my Sept 2021 poem. https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wC_JN-

iOqJ0VWDfcITicGQe4y5oggwdqT108yhrhDvw/edit

It was written in response to this poem, which had been posted on FB:

https://www.democraticunderground.com/100215811559
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Margaret Anna Alice Mar 17 Author

Nancy, your poem is phenomenal, and the extraordinary thing is I actually have an essay I started

long ago in response to that same piece of propaganda drivel! May I share your poem in that piece

when I finally get a chance to finish it?
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Nancy Doyle Brown Mar 18 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wow! That piece certainly deserved a response. Words are powerful, and the counternarrative is

dramatically underresourced. Yes, please feel free to share it. Thanks for your reply!
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Graphite Mar 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for all your work...

Shared on Gab...
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OyezOyez Tribune Writes OyezOyez Mar 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

& #DontLetThemGetAwayWithIt God be With you. We Are
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William Jeffreys Writes A Step Back Mar 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Sometimes I think the tide is turning, but the MSM's grip on the narrative is vise-like, and the average

person still believes all the nonsense and lies. Two personal friends of mine have admitted to me they are

sure their turbo cancers were the result of the magic medicine, but there is no anger in them, no outrage.

Both of these guys were fighters, but now they are broken, quiet, resigned to their fate. There must be

something in the magic medicine that steers people into a zombie state of quiet acceptance. As long as

MSM continues with their willful blindness and nonreporting it's "Nothing to see here, move along". The

elephant in the room continues to break the furniture and poop all over the carpet, but no one points at it

and calls it out for what it is. My social media feeds are still full of ads from the "health authorities"

reaching out to everyone to get their magic medicine levels topped off. Maybe we just need to step aside

and let the whole thing fall over of its own accord?
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Steshu Dostoevsky Writes Steshu’s Substack Mar 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I don’t know how I missed this one. My favorite article by you. Thanks for this!
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Feb 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Amen
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Larry Druhall Writes Solution Seeking Feb 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for posting this powerful, meaningful and inspirational poem.

Here is an idea... What if we got vocalists, musicians, and composers to put this to music? Attempt to

collaborate online, with your permission. What if this became an anthem for our attempts to stop the

enemy cabal from continuing to harm humanity and the planet?

Thanks again.
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Margaret Anna Alice Feb 2 Author

Thank you, Larry, and I am already working on an epic video featuring powerful voices from around

the world reading the poem. For the London shoot, I am especially honored to be working with the

director of the short film I consider my #1 red-pilling video. I don’t want to give too much away until

we have something ready to share, but needless to say, I am beyond thrilled.

Tonika of Visceral Adventure will be editing the video. Below is our first video collaboration, with

many more to come, hopefully:

• “Do You Remember? (Video)” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/do-you-remember-

video)
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Larry Druhall Writes Solution Seeking Feb 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great news. I am so eager to see the poem. This is incredible. Thank you.
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 28 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hey Miss Margaret. I've decided in 2023 I'm gonna be a big trouble-maker for those think they got all the

answers......so I hope you got my back when I get in trouble and I'm sure I will because trouble-makers are

looking for trouble, but trouble doesn't give me pause because you and me both baby, we know about

principle and we play to win even if we are in the rabbit hole deep. Oh well, been there before, will be there

again, and I play to win. I play for keeps!
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Teresa L Jan 27 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

That sums it all up so well!
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Juan Cristerna Jan 23 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The killing fields??? I had a dream about the killing fields... But I think it's different than what you are

explaining... can you elaborate a little more on the "killing fields"? Please thank you
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 24 Author

The Killing Fields were where victims of the Cambodian genocide were murdered by Pol Pot’s Khmer

Rouge regime from 1975 to 1979:

• https://allthatsinteresting.com/cambodian-genocide

One of the details I found most haunting while reading about this years ago was that they specifically

targeted people with glasses because they were considered intellectuals and were the ones capable

of identifying and mounting a resistance to tyranny.

Somewhere out there is a book of photographs taken of the victims just before their deaths—the look

of terror on their faces has never left me.
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Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Jan 20 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

That was truly superb, thank you ever so much. I would say that was exhaustive not just comprehensive.
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret, I'm glad this post has gone "viral" as you say below.....it must be resonating. I hope you don't

mind, and the post has been posted for over a week now, so I'd like to share a poem of mine. It may seem

kind of......oh whatever. Here it is:

~~~~

t-schmitt is a boy with an it in a mit.

It seemed fit in the mit for tschmitt.

t-schmitt thought his it was the only it,

but alas, there were other its in mits, not just t-schmitt's.

~

Even so, while sitting below,

t-schmitt sowed this idea:

my it is it. The only it.

It must be, says my it to me.

~~

This was not a good idea, but

t-schmitt was not inwit, so he did not know.

Poor t-schmitt he would

remain sitting below..........

~~~

one day, t-schmitt said to his it,
Expand full comment
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Here for the sake of Friday the 13th is the part after the part skipped....the part of the part of the

poem....

(wouldn't be nice if there was a "tool" to put things in quote on substack....)

~~~

Well, maybe his it was imaginary,

or at least, it was in his imagination.

How could anyone else sense the same it?

It can't be done can it.....

~

(wait....unless we could get in schmitt's head....

nah, even if we could, it would just seem like wood).

Poor tschmitt he is so attached to his it,

but it's OK, t-schmitt. You will learn - one way or the other.

~~

And so ends the saga of t-schmitt,

but let me leave you with this final tid bit:

So many its all about, round & round, up & down,

inside out, left n right, in the mit, fit to wit.

~~~
Expand full comment
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Jjule Jan 6 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you!

They cannot get away with it. Period.

Unfortunately a more will have to die before they wake up.

My friends refuse to, at this moment.

Holding strong to the excuses.
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Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Jan 3 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you. Even though I meant delusions. I’m always trying to make up new words.
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Cathleen Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Magnificent Margaret!
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Jay James Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

brilliant thank you for putting it so poetically - I have been saying for 2 yrs now that 2023 is the year of

accountability - energetically shifts are happening
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Kyle Young Writes the secular heretic Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great! Now we just need to determine how to put those words to this powerful music -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ch-fed2_swY
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

Thanks, Kyle! Visceral Adventure is already preparing for our next adventure together 

📹
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Susan J. Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for your perfect poem. It's good to itemize the ways in which we were had. Hopefully this can

channel our anger and help us recognize a repeat - because they will try it again.
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Steve Martin Writes Count Chocula Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hi Margaret,

(sigh) And my guess is that 'officially approved' history books accurately reflects neither the 'good old

days', nor the primitively, mistaken brutes the present generation of Cluster B / Dark Triads would have us

believe. Just the latest round in a terminal war of mankind against its own worst nature ... evolution's first,

only, and probably final experiment with 'herd primates'.

Just about finished with the Lobaczweski book, but I am not optimistic of any 'science of evil' being able

to systematically identify and regulate the psychopaths among us. They are just clever enough, and

morally grotesque enough, to be among the first to entitle themselves to be regulators, regulators of

regulators, and so on up the food chain ... corrupting the foundations of every would-be Tower of Babel,

just as certainly as their blind ambitions to clamber up and control from the top.

In the opening remarks of his 2010 Chapel Hill speech, 'Human Intelligence' and the Environment',

Chomsky referred to the debate between Carl Sagan and evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr about the

existence of intelligent life elsewhere in the cosmos. Mayr conceded that probability alone would be favor

life, but using the earth's evolutionary record as the only anecdotal evidence, that extra-terrestrial life

would probably not have human-like intelligence. He went on to say that human intelligence might

probably prove to be nothing more than a biological spandrel, a fatal mutation of a social primate.

From what I've learned since reading those first three paragraphs of his speech ... Mayr is probably

correct. The likes of Lobaczewski, Desmet, Ramani Durvasula, and others are simply focussing on

descriptions of the source of the madness which best fit the current paradigms. Those from an older era

have described it in Francisco Goya's 'Saturn Devouring his son', Hieronymus Bosch's 'The Garden of

Earthly Delights', or the older Ouroboros — the serpent eating its own tail.

I guess the best we can do is get our own houses in order, tend our gardens, and resist in the way that

best fits our temperament ... with courage, humor, and love. And if humanity fails to conquer he cosmos,

so what? Belugas are kind of neat too.

Cheers Margaret,

I hope you have a fruitful, creative new year.

steve
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OhioPatriot24 Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

https://open.substack.com/pub/aaronkheriaty/p/the-shameful-suppression-of-pandemic?

r=pebn3&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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ForestDi56 Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

A good piece to reach the right-brains. Lovely.
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Ouessante Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

My friend, the contented volunteer 'vaccinator'. 

😓

 What can I say to him. He is taken.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

I am so sorry, Ataraxian. Maybe see if he would be open to answering any of these questions?

• “30 Questions for a Narrative Believer” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/30-questions-

for-a-narrative-believer)

Even just discussing the first question with him might help awaken his critical-thinking faculties.

Before you do that, see if you can get him to watch my video collab with VA—it’s only a few minutes

and shouldn’t put him on the defensive:

• "Do You Remember? (Video)" (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/do-you-remember-

video)
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Moon Diamond Writes The Majorana Theory of Fascism Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

But I think on a lot of peoples' part it WAS a mistake. A lot of scientists and doctors are just stupid nepo

babies who cheated their way through medical/grad school.

I mean you've got some of them drinking their own Koolaid.

Also if this were an intentional genocide then before pulling it off they would have to verify that the

vaccine is safe in the short-term, but slowly and surely causes death after a couple of years or so. I don't

see how they would know that in advance, unless there are hidden studies regarding mRNA for

coronaviruses in humans... maybe their plan was just that it would cause immunosuppression over time to

the COVID virus so that they would be more likely to die from it, since they already knew that this type of

vaccine would cause immunosuppression. They seem a little dumb to be aware of that though, I mean

they're testing it out as a cancer treatment now, and not one where they just use it to activate endogenous

tumor suppressor proteins, but rather one that is supposed to stimulate immunity against personalized

neoepitopes. My prediction is that it comes back with a vengeance after the antibodies wear off.

That would be easier to pull off though if the vaccines were safer in the short-term. I mean compare the

mRNA shots on VAERS to Novavax, even taking into account the smaller number of injections.
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 1 Author

I see your first point, but succumbing to groupthink, violating the Hippocratic Oath, and failing to

inform themselves *and* their patients/victims is not a mistake—it’s criminal negligence for starters.

But yes, the duped obviously don’t carry the same degree of culpability as the cognizant engineers.

That’s what the Doctors Trial (https://doctorstrial.substack.com/) sorts out.

Regarding intentionality, there’s no reason they would have to verify that the vaccine is safe in the

short-term while slowly killing over time. People started dying immediately after the rollout, but by

obfuscating the data and gaslighting people through propaganda, they prevented the believers from

questioning, even if they lost a loved one themselves. You don’t need to shape reality when you can

control the mind’s perception of reality (“reality control,” as Orwell calls it).

Five percent of the lots were responsible for 95% of the adverse events if I’m recalling correctly, so if

the hot lots hypothesis is true, they started out with a small enough percentage to avoid attracting

attention. Thousands of deaths dispersed around the world is harder to notice. Now that it’s in the

hundreds of thousands or even potentially millions, it’s getting a lot harder to pretend it’s not

happening (and yet they are still achieving that for the believers through propaganda, gaslighting,

and other “reality control” tactics).

The mechanism of death/disease is multifactorial (as is evident from the list of side effects, deaths,

and injuries documented in the first 90 days of the Pfizer trial), some rapid and others long-term.

Suppressing T-cells sets the body up for deaths from all sorts of “natural” causes, from cancer to

autoimmune diseases and beyond. And it’s not just the mRNA; the lipid nanoparticles crossing the

blood-brain barrier and concentrating in the ovaries/testes is a horrific scenario as well.

Depopulation isn’t always about death—it’s also about destroying fertility and the ability to

reproduce, and evidence of infertility technology was found in the tetanus shots administered in

Africa (as captured in “Infertility: A Diabolical Agenda”: https://infertilitymovie.org/a-diabolical-

agenda/).
Expand full comment
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Well even if the doctors are incompetent, I suppose they are culpable because they cheated

their way into that position. That's why schools should be harder on cheaters. Cheating kills.

I do think that there is a point at which the shots could be so deadly that no amount of

gaslighting would be able to cover it up. If it killed people say 50% of the time, then every family

of four would have two deaths. If it were just one death then they might be able to attribute it to

sheer coincidence, but two? They might think it was just a bad batch. But when half of their

relatives that live in another part of the country have died?

How high of an immediate death rate do you think could be covered up? How many are these

shots proven to kill on an immediate to mid-term basis? One out of a thousand? One out of a

hundred? How many suffer grave permanent or semi-permanent injuries?
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I heard from a friend yesterday who was at a funeral for a cousin—the fourth cousin she’s

lost this year, plus another cousin’s husband died. That’s five family members dying

suddenly in one year, and most of her family is still clueless. The power of denial is

astonishing.
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Moon Diamond Writes The Majorana Theory of Fascism Jan 1

Well it probably didn't happen IMMEDIATELY after the shot. I've had a few relatives

who have taken it but none of them have suffered ill side effects that I know of. Maybe

our family just has lucky genetics - I haven't taken any tests but being of

Scandinavian heritage it's likely some of us have the CCR5-delta 32 mutation which

makes you immune to HIV/AIDS, bubonic plague, and apparently COVID too, or the

original variant anyway - my aunt was the only one at her work who didn't get COVID

during the original strain and Delta though we all got Omicron but she was well

enough by the end of the month to visit her dad in Oregon who had previously not let

her visit due to being unvaccinated. This gene might reduce immediate adverse

effects from this shot as well. Makes me almost wonder if there are Hitlerist

eugenicists behind the project (they would be Jew-inclusive Nazis though, like the

ones in Ukraine apparently, since Ashkenazi Jews have as high an incidence of this

mutation as other Northern Europeans). Though in either case I'm not sure that would

mean that it's OK for us to take any kind of pseudouridine-substituted mRNA though

since that could make us more vulnerable by making us tolerant to the coded antigen.
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That name: Yuval Noah Harari

He's a certifiable nutjob who coined the phrase "humans are hackable animals".

He gives Transhumanism a very bad name, from the things I've read many Transhumanists

dislike him and his direct link to Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum as an advisor only

speaks worse of him.

There are whispers and rumors that he's a genuine Satanist and for those people who have a

high degree of empathic ability you can get that sense when you watch him talk or read his

writings.

BTW, their depopulation goals have already failed and they can't admit it.

Yes it's proceeding in the western nations but in the 3rd world countries and in the Muslim

world it's failed to make a dent in their rate of growth, hence the use of covid.

Even China is admitting it's one child policy from the 60s to the 2000s have damaged it's

future, all they need to do is look across the sea to Japan which is a nation dying out in front of

our eyes.

These psychopaths will keep trying though because they are religiously fanatical about bringing

their vision of their world into existence. This means 90% of the population must be

exterminated no matter what.

Wait until that little tidbit of info becomes general knowledge, let's see how long these demons

will last.
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The world can't sustain billions of human beings unless you want them all to either eat

bugs or destroy the rainforest so they can have beef. Countries with long life expectancies

all have declining birth rates because a large proportion of the population is too old to bear

children. Birth rates naturally decline under conditions of a high standard of living anyway,

this has been shown in rat/mouse experiments where they become gay and asexual and

asocial when allowed to eat and breed as much as they want. The solution is to build

robots to take care of the elderly.
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A lot of people have debunked Malthus’s predictions regarding overpopulation. Here

are just a couple I’ve come across:

• https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-malthus-is-still-wrong/

• https://odysee.com/@corbettreport:0/qfc077-limitstogrowth:6
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Well of course it's not going to grow exponentially forever, you see there is this

thing called the paradox of enrichment where giving them more food could make

them go extinct faster, as can be observed by playing around with the Lotka-

Volterra differential equations. The Rockefellers funded the so-called "Green

Revolution", which at first appeared to have solved starvation but in the century

since it tripled the world's population so that now when they starve they starve

worse. And the food produced through these new agricultural methods is more

nutritionally depleted too. It uses fossil fuels instead of cow manure, which

causes more ozone destruction from NOx compounds which is the real cause of

climate change (other than perhaps natural solar/geomagnetic factors that are

as of yet poorly understood, or else secret plans to use weather control

technology, telecommunications could be having an effect too).

What Gates was getting at when talking about depopulation using vaccines, if

we're charitable, is that bringing up their standard of living helps to reduce their

overpopulation. However they need more than vaccines to increase their

standard of living, how about food and clean water and education and toilets?

Just giving them that would reduce a lot of diseases without vaccines - well

maybe not polio which in the US was more rampant in middle-class suburban

areas, but I think that's largely due to the introduction of baby formula which

doesn't have the antibodies of breastmilk - this is also happening in the third

world, pushed by companies like Nestle who have caused babies to starve by

giving out samples of formula that last just long enough for their mothers to run

dry so that they become dependent on formula that they may not be able to

afford.

Oh and in Africa the expected leveling-off of the population hasn't occurred as it

has in other countries. This may be due to their culture not keeping pace with the

increasing standard of living, and also due to not having access to abortion, like

it's not that they are necessarily against having an abortion, but rather that they

can't get it even if they want one.
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A natural levelling off and an equilibrium is the most desirable outcome.

Affluence is the best form of birth control ever invented.

The planet is capable of supporting many times more people than currently exists, the

development of ever increasingly efficient and effective food production has meant

that each parcel of land has the agricultural productivity of 10x that area in the early

20th century.

As long as consistent and safe agricultural practices are maintained then

desertification won’t result as had happened in the past.

Automated healthcare systems and technology are well on their way here, the best

solution is not better geriatric care for people in their 80s and beyond it’s having

healthier people by the time they reach their 80s.

Depopulation as advocated by the WEF doesn’t serve to ‘save the planet’, it only

serves their goal of totalitarianism and total control of a small population of serfs

whom serve their masters.
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I don't advocate that sort of depopulation at all. I want to bring all countries up to

a high enough standard of living that they don't want to breed excessively

anymore, or destroy the rainforest or poach elephants just to make ends meet.

Problem is this means that they won't want to immigrate to the West anymore.

Capitalism as it is currently structured requires endless growth and a certain

supply of young workers in order to supply retirement funds for the elderly. We

need to radically restructure the economy so that this is not necessary. People

should only immigrate to a country because they truly love and admire the

setting and culture, not because they are forced to for economic reasons. They

shouldn't be necessary anyway after things get more automated. But I don't

want private corporations to earn so many profits just from owning robots, no

private person should have that much money and power. The robots should be

publicly owned or something.
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All mRNA products are toxic by design.

By causing our cells to express non self proteins, we mark our own tissues for immune system

destruction.

There’s no possibility that the designers intended other than to harm or kill billions of people.

Note also there never was a viral pandemic.
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The Jesuit Cat Writes Keith’s Substack Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Truth at every level!!!
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Yakima Peach Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Most excellent! Sharing now.
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Which mistake was that?: There were no COVID-19 vaccines close to approval on August 27, 2020. In

fact, the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine trial phase 2/3 had only started a month earlier on July 27.The first

contract, with General Dynamics, is dated August 27, 2020. It outlines a series of services the company

was to provide to the CDC pursuant to the “anticipated increase” in VAERS reports due to the COVID-19

vaccines. It certainly appears that by August, 2020, the impending emergency use authorization of at

least one COVID-19 vaccine was a foregone conclusion. BioNTech CEO Ugur Sahin says that his mRNA

vaccines rolled out in January this year (2021): Link here: https://www.ibtimes.sg/fact-check-biontech-

ceo-ugur-sahin-refuses-take-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-due-safety-concerns-61652 but by August 27,

2020 – The first contract, with General Dynamics, is dated August 27, 2020 had been let and the contract

states that they were expecting up to 1,000 VAERS reports to be filed per day, with up to 40% of the

reports being serious in nature and the CDC was already anticipating that the COVID vaccines might

generate nearly seven times as many reports as all other vaccines combined (a 600% increase), The

amounts paid out under the contracts with General Dynamics were redacted. But according to this site,

the initial amount paid was $9.45 million, with $4.4 million added in late February, and then an additional

$16.3 million tacked on in early March. In March of 2022 there was an additional $5.2 million added

(increases in deaths and injuries beyond the intitial contracts) The Contracts 23 00099 General

Dynamics Information Te..https://substack.com/redirect/dac78dc8-9d2d-4280-a390-218d47bb331d?

j=eyJ1IjoibjFlaXcifQ.OkComRnvTz45cW2ospKdwvhGbhkMepFwvepUF91fYF023 00099 Eagle Health

Analytics, Llhttps://substack.com/redirect/bcba05ff-1dce-4b15-a6a7-0f59f3cb115a

j=eyJ1IjoibjFlaXcifQ.OkComRnvTz45cW2ospKdwvhGbhkMepFwvepUF91fYF0 Grand total? $35,425,642

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) records 1% of all reports: Friday updated its

numbers showing a staggering 1,481,226 reports of adverse events (x41 to arrive at December 2022

numbers) following COVID-19 vaccines were submitted between Dec. 14, 2020, and Dec. 9, 2022. ...The

above information posted by Josh Guetzkow – which I happened to come across.: 1,481,226 x 41 = 100%

= 60,730,266 probable deliberate deaths and injuries in America alone, over the past 2 years - it does notExpand full comment
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Every line of the Poem was on point! They’re still at it. But, now they lack the element of mass deception.

Next time it will be by sheer force but, we will be ready.
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Great poem very succinct… you mention all the American agencies and governmental and non

governmental institutions to hold accountable but we need for every country in the ENTIRE WEST to hold

ALL of our governments and agencies and institutions accountable as the crimes against humanity were

and still are being committed everywhere today! We need massive civil disobedience and unrest

everywhere if we are to stand a chance against this maniacal authoritarian darkness that is overtaking us

led by the WEF and the UN and the WHO and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation… ALL GLOBAL

institutions given their orders from the top 1% richest elites of the world who want to colonize all of us…

and kill off the rest of us… we might rise en mass to fight back.
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US genocide of native Americans?
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BOOM!
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This is terrific! Bravo.

And, no mass formation or mass psychosis formation. That too is nonsense!

That gives "them" an out.

Totally agree that nothing short of accountability is warranted.

Serious accountability and prosecution so this never happens again and this level of tyranny is brought to

a screeching halt.
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Clear, concise and cutthroat. Thank you, Margaret, as always. You keep the knives sharp and the fire

burning. Happy New Year. It's going to be quite a ride... I'm glad we're in Team Reality.
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Wow, great poem! 

💕👍
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Luc Lelievre Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

So true!

It's all there!

All is said.

Luc
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Thank you for memorializing this atrocity. It is much appreciated.
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Brilliant piece! Thank you for all you do. May this year keep you well.
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w/ Lynds… Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

#NoAMNESTY
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Tanja Boness Writes Change & Evolve Letter Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Well written as always, Margaret Anna! Wishing you a wonderful start to the new year 

🤗
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Rosalind McGill Jan 1 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Excellent, thanks & God bless
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Thank you so much Margaret for publishing this poem. Yes we must remember and work to hold

accountable, the people that allowed this happen to us with malice and intentionality.
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I was very disappointed when watching a recent segment from Del Bigtree with Ryan Cole (which was

excerpted by Joseph Mercola). Apart from the atrocious lack of scientific rigour on the part of Cole, it was

as if he was trying to claim the problems with the injectables was simply shoddy manufacturing - and Del

was agreeing - and Joseph was spreading their misinformation. There was NOTHING 'gold standard'

about Ryan Cole's lab techniques - and even less about his attempts to identify crystals as cholesterol

(using a 2000 magnification light microscope - as if what he seeing was the same that others had

claimed was [EM and dark field observed] self-assembling nanochips). IMO a huge brick-bat to Bigtree,

Cole and Mercola for attempting to downplay what are - unequivocally - patented injectable weapons of

mass destruction. Lead, follow or get out of the way.
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😲
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Cathleen Jan 2

agree 100%. In addition, Dr. Tenpenny has said that these vials (in the millions) can contain different

ingredients at different times of production. You can't test a few vials and say with certainty what is in

them, because they are all different. And, looking at something on a slide and examining its contents

are two entirely different things. I too was disappointed in Del for not questioning Dr. Cole. He should

know better with all his experience with vaccines.
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Jan 9

This is much 'more' than a poem. It's an evidentiary list of crimes. Here is one to add to your list, and your

readers will be interested: Australia's gain-of-function program, where vaccines are rather exempt from

controls. https://vicparkpetition.substack.com/p/australias-gain-of-function-research
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voza0db Writes voza0db’s MindSlavery Jan 8

Here is a simple example of how They practice "justice"...

https://off-guardian.org/2022/12/23/arise-astrazeneca/

We are too meek and cowards to address what really needs to be done.
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voza0db Writes voza0db’s MindSlavery Jan 8

What we, herds of modern moron slaves, need to realize is that no sub-system of the MAIN SYSTEM will

perform "justice" for us. Forget the "justice" sub-system, it's only here to protect the interests of the

owners of our current civilization and their friends the billionaires.

If you seek JUSTICE you need to perform it yourself.

All the rest is mere illusion and you rejecting you own responsibility.
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rotorhead1871 Jan 2

hindsight is always 20/20....paranoia always strikes deep.....and governments somewhere are always

approving the nasty and nefarious directions resulting in disaster....power and egomania are drivers of

destruction....there will be no absolute accountability....only finger pointing and new lines of BS....
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The Jesuit Cat Writes Keith’s Substack Jan 1

The Jesuits are running this operation through the Vatican and their faithful sock puppets.
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Jimmy Jan 24

____NAME_______________

NOTICE TO ANY Hospital or Medical facility for the

REFUSAL of recommended treatment for Covid 19 from the NIH, CDC, FDA using Sedation, ventilation,

Remdesivir protocols.

To whom it may concern:

I, ____Name_________, being of sound mind, with this document am hereby notifying this and any

Hospital or Medical Facility that I am REFUSING and DO NOT consent to any Covid 19 Treatment using

the sedation, ventilation, Remdesivir protocol treatment. Administration of the foregoing, whether

individually or in combination, shall be deemed AGAINST MY WILL.

I am informing this facility that I am refusing the protocol using Sedation, ventilation, Remdesivir because

it is deadly. It is my expressed intent for this document to be kept in a prominent place in my records

visible to anyone responsible for my care. This is formal notice that any person or facility administering the

aforementioned treatment protocol against my will shall be subject to legal consequences, including

wrongful death claims.

Further, In the event that I am unable to make medical decisions for myself, I appoint my Trusted family

member NAME_____as the sole and exclusive designee to act on my behalf.

I do NOT give any of my medical rights or consent to deviate from my wishes outlined in this document to

this facility or to ANY PERSON period.

I do NOT have a DNR In place and it is my desire to be resuscitated if needed. I do not give authorization

to this facility to restrain, imprison, or keep me against my will and I have the right to leave on my own free

will at any time I wish to do so.

These are my wishes with respect to COVID treatment and this document shall remain in full force andExpand full comment
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steve hubbs Writes steve’s Substack Jan 1

NWO Plans Exposed By Insider Dr. Richard Day

In 1969 As Transcribed By Dr. Lawrence Dunegan

https://rense.com/general94/nwoplans.htm
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 1

You have the basic right idea, there have been no medical 'errors' in all of this, but I would like to suggest a

correction. The Final Solution never occurred, the propaganda lies that it really did form one of the most

elaborate disinformation programs that has ever existed. More than one body made an official census of

the world Jewish population both just before WWII and just after WWII, these show that more Jews

existed after WWII than just before WWII. Even in 1911, the Jews falsely claimed that 6 million Jews were

being genocidally abused and in danger of losing their lives in Russia, and this lie was repeated of course

at the time in the controlled press in Western nations.

Israel is behind the COVID-19 bioweapon, the Great Reset is really the imposition of their intended

Stalinist NWO one world military dictatorship, the real holocaust intended is one of all Gentiles, so they

made this holocaust story up to disable everyone from criticizing Jews or opposing their political power,

the so-called holocaust of 6 million Jews never happened, please read 'Holocaust Deprogramming

Course'.

In 1849, Karl Marx, third cousin of the Rothschilds, published these words;

"The chief mission of all other races and peoples, large and small, is to perish in the revolutionary

holocaust." Hence the Chabad Lubavitcher Noahide Laws that are intended to bring about the physical

execution of some 6 BILLION practitioners of non-Jewish religions for the 'crime' of 'idolatry', and the

'necessity' of killing 7.5 BILLION people according to WEF plans.

Like the guy said in the movie 'Cliffhanger', "If you kill one, you they call you a murderer, if you kill a million,

they call you a conqueror". If these head-bangers were not Jewish or Jewish-backed political and

financial 'elite' collaborators, and were not extremely wealthy and influential, they would be doing natural

life sentences in top security prison or secure mental hospitals for stating they intend to kill 7.5 billion

people, which is exactly where all those sickos belong right now before they get to do any more damage,

and all their principal agents in every government and misnomered 'health' authority. Execution after due

legal process would be far too quick and easy when we see pictures of still-living babies born with halfExpand full comment
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Dr Mike Yeadon Writes Dr Mike Yeadon Jan 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I agree a number of the important crooks are Jews. I don’t accept however that somehow “all Jews

are murderers”, which it might be sensed as coming from your post, it’s also relevant that a number of

senior crooks are Jesuits. I don’t however ascribe to Christianity as a bloc the crimes against

humanity that is under way.

Worship of diabolical forces by multiple actors appears to be a parsimonious explanation.

In the end, I don’t think leading on any approach based primarily on religion is going to save us.

The general public must be told of the cold facts of pre ordination. Motivation & organisation will

come out at trial.
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 2

(SORRY, THESE SECTIONS ARE POSTED IN REVERSE ORDER)

PART THREE;

Fauci is a Jewish name by the way, despite outwardly being a Jesuit, he is heavily involved with

the Jews. The Jews started the Jesuits, and Fauci is really a crypto-Jew I would say, and

certainly behaves 100% Jewish. The Jewish religion says; "Even the best of Gentiles should all

be killed". There is a video by a Jewish rabbi discussing the actual existence of this actual verse.

Jews control Blackrock and Vanguard, and they are not merely 'passive' shareholders in the

various industries controlled by those two groups, with Vanguard and Blackrock holding major

shareholdings in 85% or so of major businesses on this entire planet.

There won't be any trials. You are mistaken if you really think you can actually talk to these

people as in "I really don't think you should be killing people". Who do you think these people

are? These type of people have cars driven into people and over them and a lot more besides,

that has happened to me more than once, you get me? They blow little children to little shreds

of flesh in many nations with the weapons they sell to players in their arranged wars to get their

way, just beyond the purview of the purposely retarded brainwashed Christian sheeple in this

country, and they think nothing of simply murdering anyone in this country as well.

This country is the second biggest manufacturer and seller of arms in the entire world (with the

US in first position), it instigates wars to sell those arms in order to shift geopolitical balance in

favour of the establishment of a NWO, which can be proven from political statements made by

Jews to be intended to be a Jewish-run NWO, as the Jews think all non-Jews are mere cattle to

be controlled by them as slaves, their scriptures say so as well, I have read massively extensive

and detailed factual research on this so it is no use trying to convince me otherwise.

I have written extensively and in much greater detail on this elsewhere with a great many quotes

from irrefutable sources of information. I had a website for 11 years with about 50 GB
Expand full comment
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 2

PART TWO;

Their Torah does say that a Jew soul is a Jew soul for all eternity, even if for some reason they

are born into a Gentile family, as all Jews were in the beginning when one works it out, as they

invaded Gentile wombs on this planet having come from another (dimension) they say to get

their own breeding stock from us in the first place to enable their souls to then live in this

dimension of physical substance, then using the occult skills of conscious astral projection and

consciously controlled reincarnation to enter into any suitable family they wish as they still do

today, especially to reenter Jewish bloodlines to consolidate on past economic and political

gains.

Reincarnation is called gilgul in the Jewish 'religion', consider how Jewish souls can choose to

incarnate in any family they wish using such psychic methods, when physical marriage is not

always an available option to produce bloodline children, the soul being the conscious living

entity, not the mere body of course, and consider how they can then quickly achieve

increasingly dominant political and economic status by doing so. Vedic and Buddhist religious

teachings are that there are 8,400,000 species in this universe, this being one of millions of

universes, and that 400,000 human species live in this universe including our own, with this

universe containing 14 different material dimensions, some of which are invisible to each other,

though souls can pass between them.

Their scriptures state that we Gentiles are all to be enslaved, then exterminated, you should

consider the obvious connection to WEF goals there, 'population reduction' as in Deuteronomy

20:16 really means total extermination of non-Jews. Rabbi Yisrael Ariel has stated how NATO

armies controlled by Israel will go from city to city throughout the entire world and literally kill

Christians and Muslims (and under the terms of the Noahide Laws, members of all other non-

Jewish religions also).Expand full comment
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Jan 2 · edited Jan 2

PART ONE;

You do not seem to have viewed the videos before making your comment. You really need to

see and understand everything that is in those videos to get some idea of just who and what

these people really are and what they really intend, on my own site I feature a video by a Jewess

who says as some other Jews like Menachem Schneerson have admitted is their view, that they

consider they are a different soul species that is far above us Gentiles, that is in their own words,

not mine. Even 'Rambam', the famous Rabbi Maimonides, stated that Negros are somewhere

between a human and a monkey in terms of mental and spiritual development, though in relative

terms as a whole, the Jewish Talmud considers that the Jews look upon all goyim just as cattle

in a pen, and it is plain to see that the Jews do indeed dominate the political affairs of many

powerful governments, the Chabad Lubavitchers openly declare they control all political and

economic affairs in Ukraine and Russia for instance, and they say they control the US.

David Cameron who comes from a wealthy Jewish banking family said on TV while I watched on

the eve of his 'election'; "I will empower UK Jews" (not the Irish, not the Welsh, not the Scottish,

not even the Tibetan Buddhist refugees, just the already hugely powerful Jews, what a smack in

the face to everyone), and he still got 'elected', just like Biden got 'elected' no doubt. Theresa

May stated openly on TV while I watched; "I am a Jew". Boris Johnson states openly in a video I

have while surrounded by several Jews while he is wearing ritual Jewish hat, "I am a Jew", and

Liz Truss, Truss being a Ukrainian Jewish name, stated that she does not intend to reveal her

religion, though once put in power, not by election by the people of course, she said; "I am a big

Zionist", the Commonwealth Head Rabbis Ephraim Mirvis has stated that Zionism is an

essential aspect of Judaism, so I think religion is most definitely relevant here. Regarding Rishi

Sunak, well, he is a member of the WEF as King Charles is, while King Charles says he is

descended from Vlad the Impaler who was actually a Jew, I do not know what Rishi Sunak is,

but Sunak's side profile looks very much like that of Jeffrey Epstein I must say with a very
Expand full comment
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deleted Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Comment deleted

Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Are there really people saying that and claiming it’s just an oopsie? Bad batches are an indication of

corporate malfeasance and agency negligence, and the fact that faulty manufacturing practices are

are being ignored is yet more evidence that Mistakes Were NOT Made. Any other product with such

a poor safety profile would immediately be pulled IF it were subject to liability.
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deleted Apr 13 · edited Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Comment deleted

Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 · edited Apr 13 Author

Right, I know about the bad batch theory. Sasha Latypova has also discussed bad

manufacturing processes (https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/very-bad-

manufacturing-practices), but I haven’t seen anyone making those claims imply it’s just an

innocent mistake and no biggie. It is yet further evidence that safety protocols have been

abandoned and the manufacturers are liable for producing lethal and injurious products.
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Removed Jan 27

Comment removed
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Buffalo_Ken Writes BK's Gardening Ambitions Jan 28

Uh, simply said - turn off the TV, throw your phone away, plant a seed, and your life will be better.

What you speak of is easily defended against, and not all peasants are dimwits glued to the boob-

tube and there ain't no ai in the world whose ass I won't kick - and after the robot dog shows up at

my place, I will take its gallium ass, reprogram it and make it my guardian in an effort to improve

defenses already in place damn near absolute, but always ready for improvement.

So - who needs pop romance, when the real world is between our toes like when you are at the

beach - on the threshold between water and sand.

BK
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